I pray this information leads all who are without knowledge to salvation in the most high, Lord and King, Jesus Christ, Yahushua HaMashiach.

September 2019: The Lord led me to update this document recently and I am doing this in obedience. Please understand that I could not do this without the Holy Spirit as there is just way too much information to cross reference and layout. This update fills in the gaps not covered in the original and is now based on over 1000 prophetic testimonials, eight years of deep Bible study into end time events and world events often deliberately excluded from the news that confirm we are in the season of the Lords return. Additionally, I will also include historical sources from ancient times. Due to the volume of information I encourage you to dive in and do your own research by reading your Bible and to pray on everything you read including this document. I would estimate that since the censorship of the truth began in earnest at the beginning of 2019 by organisations like Google, Facebook, Youtube etc that 80% of what you see on these sites is not of God or has personal opinion mixed with truth. Please pray before you read this document and ensure you are covered in Yahushua's blood, his hedge of protection and armour for the devil will not want you to know his plans especially as his power is growing rapidly. He would rather you focus on your new car, big screen TV, making more money, fantasising about your neighbour, being conditioned by movies and music influenced by his servants and even the prosperity and LGBTQA acceptance teachings being taught in many churches today. I'm no prophet, I don't blog or have any kind of channel. I'm just a an ordinary person who gave his life to the Lord who wants as many as possible to wake up to the truth. You may copy and redistribute this document at will and I encourage you to do so. I pray you are blessed by this document and that it saves as many people as possible from the lake of fire. Remember the Bible says the main reason people are lost is due to lack of knowledge and this is so true. Hosea 4:6.

Unless otherwise stated I use the King James for scripture but this edition introduces scripture from the septuagint and the dead sea scrolls (DSS) for reasons discuss later.

Part 1: Here is the evidence why the SEASON of the LORD’s return is NOW. We are at the THIRD seal as it is being unrolled

- Luke 21:32, Mark 13:30, Mat 24:34: when you see these things happening, know that the kingdom of God is near. 32 Assuredly, I say to you, this generation (Israel) will by no means pass away till all things take place. This means that the tribulation has to begin within the life span of a generation. The BIG question is how long is a generation? and when has God delivered Judgement in the past?

- Number 70: In the Bible the number 70 represents judgment and we see examples of judgement coming at the END of 70 years. This is important because Israel turns 71 in 2019 and this is in prophesy. Every example in the Bible is the same and doesn't specify the end of 71 years or more than one year so this very much points to the 71st year of Israel which is from May 14th 2019 to May 14th 2020. It is my view that the judgement seals will complete in this year period before the Destroyer begins the trumpets. (more on this later)

- Jeremiah 25:10-12: Moreover I will take from them the voice of mirth and the voice of gladness, the voice of the bridegroom and the voice of the bride, the sound of the millstones and the light of the lamp. 11 And this whole land shall be a desolation and an astonishment, and these nations shall serve the king of Babylon seventy years. 12 ‘Then it will come to pass, when seventy years are completed, that I will punish the king of Babylon and that nation, the land of the Chaldeans, for their iniquity,’ says the Lord; and I will make it a perpetual desolation. 15 For thus says the Lord God of Israel to me: “Take this wine cup of fury from My hand, and cause all the nations, to whom I send you, to drink it. 16 And they will drink and stagger and go mad, because of the sword that I will send among them.” ... 27 “Therefore you shall say to them, ‘Thus says the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel: ‘Drink, be drunk, and vomit! Fall and rise no more, because of the sword which I will send among you.’” 30 ... say to them: ‘The Lord will roar from on high, and utter His voice from His holy habitation; He will roar mightily against His fold. He will give a shout, as those who tread the grapes, Against all the inhabitants of the earth. 31 A noise will come to the ends of the earth—For the Lord has a controversy with the nations; He will plead His case with all flesh. He will give those who are wicked to the sword,’ says the Lord.” 32 Thus says the Lord of hosts: “Behold, disaster shall go forth From nation to nation, And a great whirlwind shall be raised up From the farthest parts of the earth.

- Jeremiah 29:10: For thus says the Lord: After seventy years are completed at Babylon, I will visit you and perform My good word toward you, and cause you to return to this place.

- Isaiah 23:15-17: Now it shall come to pass in that day that Tyre will be forgotten seventy years, according to the “days of one king”. At the end of seventy years it will happen to Tyre as in the song of the harlot:...And it shall be, at the end of seventy years, that the Lord will deal with Tyre. (“King David lived to 70 and reigned 40 years) 2. Also consider Jerusalem and 70 years in Chronicles 36:21 and Zechariah 1:12.

- May 14th 1948: I will bring them back to the land that I gave to their fathers + I will restore the fortunes of my people Israel. + bring my sons from afar and my daughters from the end of the earth. +

- Generation length: Psalms 90:10. The days of our lives are seventy years; And if by reason of strength they are eighty years... Today, the worldwide average life expectancy at birth is 71.5 years.
Luke 17:25-35
It will be a complete surprise!
Jer 51:8 - Babylon fall

26 “Just as it was in the days of Noah, so also will it be in the days of the Son of Man. 27 People were eating, drinking, marrying and being given in marriage up to the day Noah entered the ark. Then the flood came and destroyed them all. 28 “It was the same in the days of Lot. People were eating and drinking, buying and selling, planting and building. 29 But the day Lot left Sodom, fire and sulfur rained down from heaven and destroyed them all. This can only happen at the beginning because the events of the trumpets and final two seals are so significant nobody would be taken by surprise. Also, buying and selling would be difficult with the mark of the beast. Planting would be difficult with so much vegetation destroyed, with food scarce. Lastly, considering people will be hiding in the rocks mourning, and the fire and brimstone of sodom and gomorrah (i.e days of Lot), why would people be given in marriage and be celebrating with so much disaster around them?

Prophesy & Pouring out of Holy Spirit
Amos 3:7 Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but he revealeth his secret unto his servants the prophets. Ezekiel 39:29 Neither will I hide my face any more from them: for I have poured out my spirit upon the house of Israel, saith the Lord God. If you search on you tube or the blog sites for testimonies about the lords coming you will find thousands that started appearing in great volume since about 2015. These testimonies are powerful, detailed and are a warning to all to repent and get ready. I recommend the Behold I Come YT channel as a starting point.

Genesis 7:1
Noah, “Come into the ark, you and all your household, because I have seen that you are righteous before Me in this generation. (Remember: As in the days of Noah + Rapture)

Part 2: THREE Rapture Scripture Time Line Proof - Condensed Summary
The time line below was built using a matrix of every scripture relating to end times that included a reference to an event allowing grouping for more detail. These were then grouped and mapped to physical events which are unique such as when the rainbow appeared or when the fig tree dropped its fruits and when the sky rolled up like a scroll. The result was that every scripture found a home (with the help of the Holy Spirit at times I might add) in the time line based on a known order of events mostly provided by the book of revelation. The first 500 testimonies were then used to validate the sequence which could now be enhanced with more scriptures. After reviewing 1000+ prophecies I have found no reason to change the original timeline except to add a year of betroval. We are now at the opening of the third seal with Ebola breaking containment in the congo and famine and food shortages starting to hit the shops around the world with an expectation that the fourth seal will be opened by the end of 2019. The war of the fourth seal will produce the martyrs of the fifth seal and bring with it financial collapse, marshal law and famine all at the same time. The pre trib, mid trib and post trib views were all correct but they would always force scriptures into their argument which did not quite fit. Here we can see that all the scriptures fit perfectly but for a barley first fruits harvest, the main wheat harvest and the gleamings that remain when the Lords feet touch the ground who will also be the final witness.
7th Bowl

Anyone who rejected the law of God will be snatched up. Michael and his angels fought with the dragon... the great dragon was cast out that was called Satan, the Devil, and the accuser of the world; he was cast out to the earth, and his angels were cast out with him.

12 Then the fourth angel sounded: And a third of the sun was burned up, and also the third of the moon, and the third of the stars; so that they were darkened a third part of the day. Then the women of that place cast dust on their heads and mourned for the third part of the sun, the third part of the moon, and the third part of the stars.

14 Then the seventh angel sounded, and there were loud voices in heaven, saying, "The kingdom of the world has become the kingdom of our Lord and of His Christ, and He will reign forever and ever!

16 And the seven angels who had the seven trumpets prepared to sound their trumpets.

17 The first angel sounded, and there was hail and fire mingled with blood, and it fell on the earth, and on the sea, and on the trees, and on the fields of grass.

18 The second angel sounded, and something like a huge mountain, burning with fire, fell into the sea, and a third of the sea was changed into blood. And the water became bitter, so that many fish died in it; and the ships of the sea were destroyed.

19 The third angel sounded, and a third of the rivers of water were choked up, and a third of the springs of water were choked up; and they became waterless.

20 The fourth angel sounded, and hisliced the sun with his sword, so that it gave no light anymore, that men might gaze at the firmament of heaven.

21 The fifth angel sounded, and I saw a star falling from heaven, having the key to the bottomless pit. When he opened its tombs, the kings of the earth and of the whole world renounced their power and majesty, were terrified, and became like men,

22 And said to the dragon, "We will not worship you, nor accept your image or seal, because you have taken your seat on the throne and blasphemed the One who is over all; and because you cast us out of heaven.

24 Then the second angel sounded, and something like a huge mountain, burning with fire, fell into the sea, and a third of the sea was changed into blood. And the water became bitter, so that many fish died in it; and the ships of the sea were destroyed.

25 And one third of the waters was turned into blood, and many fish died, because of the blood. And many men's deaths were required because of the blood.

6th Month

6th Month

8th & 9th Trumpets

12 And the second angel sounded, and something like a huge mountain, burning with fire, fell into the sea, and a third of the sea was changed into blood. And the water became bitter, so that many fish died in it; and the ships of the sea were destroyed.

13 And one third of the waters was turned into blood, and many fish died, because of the blood. And many men's deaths were required because of the blood.

14 Then the fourth angel sounded, and hisliced the sun with his sword, so that it gave no light anymore, that men might gaze at the firmament of heaven.

15 And I saw another mighty angel coming down from heaven, and he took the key to the bottomless pit, and cast it into the sea. And he sealed up its mouth, saying, "At the end of the thousand years, I will seal up its mouth so that it will not deceive the nations anymore, until the thousand years are ended. Then I will release it in the sight of the nations to gather them together to battle, and they shall fight at Armageddon."
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ref</th>
<th>NKJV</th>
<th>JER</th>
<th>33</th>
<th>17</th>
<th>14</th>
<th>35y 4th</th>
<th>4 year Tribulation</th>
<th>MID POINT - Rapture, Anti Christ, False Prophet, AoD</th>
<th>3.5y 4th</th>
<th>3.5y 4th</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>rev 6:13, Ps 18:12, Mat 24:32-33</td>
<td>stars of heaven fell to the earth, as a fig tree drops its unripe figs when it's shaken by a mighty wind. Fig trees have two crops. Spring and Autumn. Great earthquake, black sackcloth Sun, Blood Moon 2019.</td>
<td>Rev 6:12, Ps 18:7, Acts 2:18, 10:20-23, Luke 13:5-9 (Last EM in 19 year cycle) + 19th BM in Lords ministry</td>
<td>1st Trumpet: Great earthquake, 2nd: Lava, 3rd: Hail, 4th: Pestilence, 5th: Death, 6th: Star falls, a third of the waters bitters.</td>
<td>Rev 8:12, Trumpet 4</td>
<td>12 Then the fourth angel sounded: And a third of the sun was darkened, and a third of the moon, and a third of the stars, so that a third of them were darkened. A third of the day did not shine, and likewise the night.</td>
<td>Rev 12: Satan thrown out with his angels (STARS)</td>
<td>Rev 14:14: and on the cloud sat One like the Son of Man.</td>
<td>Rev 14: And I saw the dead, large and small, standing before the throne, and books were opened. And another book was opened, which is the Book of Life.</td>
<td>Rev 15: Then I saw another sign in heaven, great and amazing, God's people, his servants, and those who fear him, who have the testimony of Jesus.</td>
<td>Rev 16: The seven angels who had the seven trumpets prepared to sound their trumpets.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Rev 8:5 Romans 5:9

John 14:1-4

Isa 25:19, Mk 12:25, Eph 6:14, Daniel 12:2, Mt 27:51

Rom 2, Eph 5:5-7, Col 3:5, 6, 1Thess 1:10, 1Thess 5:3-10, 2 Thes 2:10-12, Rev 2:10, 1 Thes 5:6, Ps 50:5-23, Phil 3:19-21, Ps 50, Jer 8:20

Tribulation and anguish, upon every soul of man that doeth evil, of the Jew first, and also of the Gentile. But glory, honour, and peace, to every man that worketh good, to the Jew first, and also to the Gentile.

Rev 12:13-16

Israel ESCAPES

Mt 24:16, Mk 13:14-16

Israel NOT raptured

Pev 11:2-4

Enoch / Moses and Elijah?

Heb 10:28, Heb 3:5

James 5:7

(zero/summer harvests)

Zech 4:11-14

Rev 12:25-28

See that you do not refuse Him who speaks. For if they did not escape who refused Him who spoke on earth, ...whose voice then shook the earth; but now He has promised, saying, Yet once more I shall not only the earth, but also heaven your lamps burning; be like men who wait for their master, when he will return from the wedding, that when he comes and knocks they may open to him immediately. Assuredly, I say to you that He will not just cast them down, and will come and serve them. 38 And if he should come in the second watch, or come in the third watch, and find them so, blessed are those servants. ...be ready, for the Son of Man is coming at an hour no one expects.”

then let those who are in Judea flee to the mountains (Peira?). 17 Let him who is on the housetop not go down to take anything out of his house; but the woman who was given two wings of a great eagle, that she might fly into the wilderness to her place, where she is nourished for a time and times and half a time.

EZ 38-39; IS 30:27-33, PS 63, Zech12, IS 14:25

Gog’s Armies Destroyed when they attack Israel

Best time slot given that the future time linking events happen too late. The 7 years will plus, God showing his people he still supports them from the wall.

3 Days of Darkness

3 Days of Darkness


“What are these two olive trees—at the right of the lampstand and at its left?” And I further answered and said to him, “What are these two olive branches that clip into the receptacles of the two gold pipes from which the golden oil drains?” Then he answered me and said, “Do you not know what these are?” And I said, “No, my lord. So he said, “These are the two anointed ones, who stand beside the Lord of the whole earth.”
| Revelation 11:15 | The kingdoms of this world have become the kingdoms of our Lord and of His Christ, and He shall reign forever and ever! |
| Revelation 14:2 | I will gather nations against Jerusalem; and the city shall be taken, and the 1/3 of the men slain in war, and the 2/3 shall be slain by fire. |
| Revelation 14:4 | Then the Lord will go forth and fight against those nations, As He fights in the day of battle. And in that day His feet shall stand on the Mount of Olives, and the Mount of Olives shall be split in two. |
| Revelation 14:5 | Thus says the Lord God, Behold, I will gather to You, O Jacob, All theremnant of the House of Israel; and I will gather You from all the peoples, and I will bring You into your own land. I will gather You, and I will gather You so that one people shall come to You, and I will give you one heart and one way; And you shall be a people of the Lord. And you shall come from the nations, And the wilderness shall be your habitation. I will gather You from all the peoples, And I will put You in your own land. |
Gen 9:14

Rev 11:11-14 Witnesses killed and resurrected - End of Second Woe
Rev 11:18-19 The nations were angry, and Your wrath has come, And the time of the dead, that they should be judged, and that You should reward Your servants the prophets and the saints. He shall judge among the nations, He shall fill the places with dead bodies, He shall execute the heads of many countries.

Ps 10:6

Ezekiel 13, great hailstones, shall fall... I will also tear off your veils and deliver My people out of your hand, and they shall no longer be as prey in your hand. Then you shall know that I am the Lord.

Rev 15:2-5 (Captured who endured GT and mark of the beast) I saw something like a sea of glass mingled with fire, and those who have the victory over the beast, over his image and over his mark and over the number of his name. After those things I looked, and behold, the temple of the tabernacle of the testimony in heaven was opened.

Rev 11:19, (After the rapture) Then the temple of God was opened in heaven, and the ark of His covenant was seen in His temple. And there were lightnings, noises, thunders, an earthquake, and great hail

Rev 19:14 naked, eat her flesh and burn her with fire. For God has put it into their hearts to fulfill His purpose

Rev 18:8 Babylon the Great (USA?) her plagues will come in one day death and mourning and famine. Burned with fire, strong is Lord God who judges her.

Rev 19:7 Marriage in heaven Let us be glad and rejoice and give Him glory, for the marriage of the Lamb has come, and His wife has made herself ready...arrayed in fine linen

Rev 19:14 heaven opened, and behold, a white horse...And the armies in heaven, clothed in fine linen, white and clean, followed Him on white horses

Rev 16:19-20 Armageddon the beast, the kings, their armies, gathered together to war against Jesus and His army. Then the beast was captured, and with him the false prophet

Zech 14:16 everyone left of all the nations which came against Jerusalem shall go up from year to year to worship the King, and keep the Feast of Tabernacles

Rev 20:1-3 I saw an angel coming from heaven, having the key to the pit and He laid hold of the dragon, who is the Devil and Satan, and bound him for a thousand years

Rev 20:3-6 they lived and reigned with Christ for a thousand years. But the rest of the dead did not live again until the thousand years were finished. This is the first resurrection

Rev 20 Satan defeated and thrown in lake of fire After 100 years, Satan is released... Gog and Magog, gather together to battle, and surrounded the saints. And fire came down from God and devoured them. The devil, who deceived them, was cast into the lake of fire and brimstone

Notes

The key to understanding revelations is to cross reference event markers and specific phrases and understanding that the Bible repeats itself. This makes the Bible relevant to all generations and this helps us understand when we merge all the descriptions what is going to happen. Also remember that a blood moon is different from the moon being dimmed and stars can be both angels and asteroids. Also remember that God see both the material and spiritual worlds and when people are described as waters that maybe what we look like in the spiritual, so not everything is described in material terms or literally. This document continues to be enhanced and will change with further learning. Please let me know if you can prove anything wrong via scripture. God bless - Chris West
Part 3: Key Concepts / Entities

The mid blood moon of the tetrad of September 2015 was the beginning and the start of birth pains and the Lord’s perfect sign in the heavens. Just like a birth, the contractions (Warnings & Judgements) grow in strength and frequency. Right now I believe we are in the year of betrothah which we entered when Israel turned 71 or possibly on Tu Bishvat or on the blood moon of Jan 21st 2019 and the year is the year given to the fig tree to bear good fruit in Luke 13:7-9, and the traditional year of betroval we read about in the 10 virgins in Mat 25:5 when the bridegroom tarries. Also consider Isaiah 34:4, Isaiah 21:16, Deu 20:19 and Jeremiah 8:12-13. Once this period ends we rapidly jump into heavy judgements with war, famine, pestilence and over a billion dead. The earthquakes, hurricanes, meteors and volcanic eruptions will be nothing in comparison that we have seen so far.

"Then said he unto the dresser of his vineyard, Behold, these three years I come seeking fruit on this fig tree, and find none: cut it down; why cumbereth it the ground? 8 And he answering said unto him, Lord, let it alone this year also, till I shall dig about it, and dung it. 9 And if it bear fruit, well; and if not, then after that thou shalt cut it down" Luke 21:36

Watch therefore, and pray always that you may be counted worthy to escape all these things that will come to pass, and to stand before the Son of Man."

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Identities / Events / Concepts</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>USA</strong> (Also search ephraim tribe)</td>
<td><strong>Mystery Babylon, the great harlot = USA</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>REV 17-19: Mystery Babylon, the great harlot = USA</strong></td>
<td>1) “Babylon the great is fallen, is fallen, and has become a dwelling place of demons, a prison for every foul spirit, and a cage for every unclean and hated bird! 2) For all the nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth have become rich through the abundance of her luxury.” 3) For all the nations have drunk of the wine of the wrath of her fornication, the kings of the earth have committed fornication with her, and the merchants of the earth have become rich through the abundance of her luxury. 4) Repay her double according to her works; in the cup which she has mixed, mix double for her. In the measure that she glorified herself and lived luxuriously, in the same measure give her torment and sorrow; for she says in her heart, ‘I sit as queen, and am no widow, and will not see sorrow.’ Therefore her plagues will come in one day—death and mourning and famine. And she will be utterly burned with fire, for strong is the Lord God who judges her. 5) Alas, alas, that great city Babylon, that mighty city! For in one hour your judgment has come. 6) And the merchants of the earth will weep and mourn over her, for no one buys their merchandise anymore 5) all the things which are rich and splendid have gone from you. 6) Come, I will show you the judgment of the great harlot who sits on many waters 7) For your merchants were the great men of the earth, for your sorcery all the nations were deceived. <strong>+ Thus with violence the great city Babylon shall be thrown down, and shall not be found anymore</strong> Jer 50:12 Your mother shall be deeply ashamed; She who bore you shall be ashamed. Jer50:23 How the hammer of the whole earth has been cut apart and broken!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>New World Order, Illuminati and High Order Freemasons</td>
<td>This group of powerful people often called the elite are in controlling positions in the military, finance, law, media, news, hollywood, medical and science with some reports saying over 70% of managers are members. They worship satan and believe he is the true god and work with him through his fallen angels to implement his plan to beat God. He has promised them, extended life and possibly immortality to some plus fame, wealth and power. They often sacrifice children to satan and eat their body parts favouring the adrenal gland after terrorising them first to increase the adrenolin (Micah 3). They have been given insider knowledge on how to create advanced weapons, open a port through the veil (cern) and much advanced tech. Examples include directed energy weapons, fake alien space craft built on earth, transmitting messages remotely to your brain and visual holograms that can be projected from space. These will be used as part of a great deception to mislead believers. They also have a program call MK ultra which is based on SRA satanic ritual abuse which creates split personalities they can program and control. This would allow them to change a relatively normal person into a cold killer who would walk into Walmart and just start shooting with a simple key phrase. These controlled individuals will be used in the US to help bring it down from the inside in a variety of ways including supporting the need for martial law which will reduce american rights drastically. The NWO want to reduce the population by 70-90% and consider the people of earth as cattle and have been attempting to poison our vaccinations, food (Pepsi and many others use aborted fetuses HEK-293), water and air (heavy metals in chem trails including lithium to effect our mood) for many years. In recent years many medical scientists about to publish major breakthroughs, astronomers and journalists trying to expose the elites have been murdered or misteriously died. Also, people close to the elites with too much knowledge often die, especially bodyguards with the Clintons being a prime example. Such is their belief in their superiority that they have fun by telling us exactly what they are going to do before they do it through movies and others like the matrix and 1 Pet Goat 2 which points to the sinking of the Abraham Lincoln, which are clearly have a parrelal to our reality through their eyes (consider satan copying God which he does consistently and Amos 3:7 in this case). Many prophets have stated that all their hidden atrocities will be exposed and this is certainly happening through Trump. However he is being used by the NWO to start a war and bring in martial law, but he will soon out live his usefulness. The elite expect to survive in their mansion like bunkers but God plans to destroy them with lava and water. They will learn that they were deceived and that God is in control when it is all too late for them.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>NWO - Enemy of the People</strong></td>
<td>summary of key activities</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
The whole world is affected by judgement. The more sinfull and proud a nation, the harsher shall be the judgment of it. EG Abortion at 9 months, Hollywood conditioning, war on nations because of oil/money, world porn capital, trying to ban Bible sales, laws against God's commandments, life extension cannibalism of the Elite (Mican 3:2-3), human trafficking, gay marriages… The USA however will receive a double portion of judgement compared to other nations as it was doubly blessed and then turned from God. Some have said the judgement will be 10 times more severe on America than other nations but only for those who rejected God.

This is the Jesuit pope along with the vatican which is corrupt (but not its underlying church). E.g. They have a ground breaking photon level telescope named lucifer. He has signed interfaith covenants with Muslim nations plus The theories of evolution and the Big Bang are real and God is not "a magician with a magic wand", pope Francis has declared. He reports to the black pope called Arturo Marcelino Sosa Abasca who was born in 1948, the year of Israel’s birth. However, he has since reworded the Lords prayer and changed the Bible. The vatican however has killed over 50 million people and has changed the Bible on several occasions over time.

Obama who has spoken against Christianity and the Bible who will come back into power but not as president (probably through his wife) is believed by most prophets to be the AC and he will be the acting anti christ for the first 3.5 years. Under the rule of Obama America will turn into a third world country such will be the destruction in one hour that will happen just as he leaves to become the leader of 10 nations. There has also been prophesy that he is gay (Daniel 11:37) and that Michelle is really a man called Michael. Having looked into this I have to say I was very surprised to find much evidence supporting this. However, at the time when the world leader is to be chosen (midpoint of tribulation), he is bypassed to his anger according to Rebecca Sterling. In my search to backup up her prophesy I found others who had the same visions where the AC is in the middle of an oval stadium, the geomantria also fits perfectly for Prince Harry plus there is much additional evidence regarding the Queens claim to be a descendant of Yahushua’s line and his free mason links. Also the royal order of the lily will be the global flag (includes 666 in logo design) chosen because the world leaders mum loved lillies and lillies were princess Princess Diana’s favourite flower. (Please watch Rebecca's video's to get all the detail) To me it makes sense as satan is not stupid and he knows how God's people have dreams and visions and this is possibly his biggest secret. This may even be a secret held in the little book of Daniel. For this reason, even the actual world leader doesn't know he is going to be the AC world leader. Rebecca Sterling knows exactly who he is but has not been allowed share his name for his safety, only a representation of him which is very telling (Others have had her vision and they were all killed). This may even be a secret held in the little book of Daniel. Natan, the 15 year old Jewish boy who died named Gog as Obama as the leader in the final battle on Jerusalem (Gog means leader). I believe the AC will be Prince Harry due to 666 gematria in all his names / titles, he looks like Rebecca’s model, the royal order of lilly, his free mason connection, he is the patron of Invictus which is from a freemason poem shown below. It is almost biblical and even describes his bloody head wound, darkness that covers the earth and opposition to God. Lastly, the royal family in the UK are also the highest ranking UK freemason members.

False Prophet (FP) = pope
VICARIUS FILI DEI = 666
"substitute for the son of GOD"

Out of the night that covers me, Black as the Pit from pole to pole, I thank whatever gods may be For my unconquerable soul. In the fell clutch of circumstance I have not winced nor cried aloud. Under the bludgeonings of chance. My head is bloody, but unbowed. Beyond this place of wrath and tears Looms but the Horror of the shade, And yet the menace of the years Finds, and shall find, me unafraid. It matters not how strait the gate, How charged with punishments the scroll. I am the master of my fate: I am the captain of my soul.

But know this, that in the last days perilous times will come: For men will be lovers of themselves, lovers of money, boasters, proud, blasphemers, disobedient to parents, unthankful, unholy, unleving, unforgiving, slanderers, without self-control, brutal, despisers of good, traitors, headstrong, haughty, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God, having a form of godliness but denying its power. And from such people turn away! For of this sort are those who creep into households and make captives of gullible women loaded down with sins, led away by various lusts, always learning and never able to come to the knowledge of the truth. Now as Jannes and Jambres resisted Moses, so do these also resist the truth: men of corrupt minds, disapproved concerning the faith; but they will progress no further, for their folly will be manifest to all, as theirs also was. (Beware of human traditions that are not of God)
Gog & Magog

Gog is the LEADER and Magog is his land. There will be 2 Gog Magog wars. The first is before the trumpets and Gog will be killed along with his army in a display of God's power to protect Israel to help them turn to him so they see he still loves them as they will discover that they crucified his son and will be very remorseful. The second battle is after 1000 years when satan is released from prison after the millennial reign. He will be allowed to tempt humans again and will have some success especially with the people who survived and had to make an annual pilgrimage for the feast of tabernacles who didn't get to live in the holy city. After satan's complete defeat and being thrown in the lake of fire evil will be completely eradicated. It took me a long time to pin down the time frame but ultimately once I had all the other pieces in place it became very clear that it needed to be at the beginning for many reasons but primarily because 2/3rds of the Jews and either killed or sold into slavery by the mid point of the seven years, there is already a war at the end (armageddon) and lastly there is a 7 year clean up. I believe God is doing this to show them that they are still his people because they will soon find out they crucified the Son of God when they look upon him they pierced and see the sign of the cross in the heavens.

Prophecy & Pouring out of Holy Spirit

Amos 3:7 Surely the Lord God will do nothing, but he revealeth his secret unto his servants the prophets. Ezekiel 39:29 Neither will I hide my face any more from them: for I have poured out my spirit upon the house of Israel, saith the Lord God.

If you search on you tube or blog sites for testimonies about the lords coming you will find thousands that started appearing in great volume since about 2015. These testimonies are powerful, detailed and are a warning to all to repent and get ready. I recommend the Behold I Come YouTube channel as a starting point. This will happen twice represented by the former and latter rains.

Dreams, near death Experiences and Visions

1) Each rapture will have a believable explanation focused around abduction, natural disasters and blamed as a punishment from God with Hollywood style illusion
2) The antichrist who is well hidden will rise from the dead in a pre orchestrated fake death from a sword wound to the head and do other false miracles
3) Mark of the beast chip implant will change people's DNA blocking a connection to God and creating a race of soulless beings
4) The antichrist will be a claimed descendant of Kind David to demonstrate his DNA is the same as Jesus's and the turin shroud maybe used for extra DNA proof
5) Demons will initially pretend to be friendly aliens until there is no longer a need by the mid point of tribulation
6) Government acts of good will like fema sanctuaries often setup in shopping centres and schools will become death traps as the goal is population reduction
7) The worlds elite have been promised power, extended life and riches but they have been lied to and believe satan is the true God

Mark of the beast

This chip has an 18 bit processor split into three six bit processors making 666. The maths of its serial number also add up to 666. The implant includes a lithium battery which would cause a terrible sore should the casing be broken and may be linked to the sore in Revelation 16:2. Once anybody takes the mark they will no longer be the same person with satan in full control. Additionally they will receive a third strand of DNA which may be responsible for these people not being able to die or kill themselves. The reason for the hand or the head is that these are the two places with the greatest degree of temperature change and this is how the lithium battery is recharged. Don't take it!!!
Deception Tactics

In updating this document I have seen first hand how many resources have disappeared or been discredited and there is a huge amount of effort going into this task. This in itself is a big topic but here are the key points.

1) Free online services were created (or taken over) to capture the masses (such as Facebook, Hotmail, gmail etc) so private communications could be monitored and to understand people connections. They want to know who are the true believers and the biggest threat to there plans in advance. Microsoft office for example scan your content in order to enhance their services which is turned on by default in your privacy settings! Even your amazon orders go into your score for example if your stocking up and prepping.

2) They know they can not hide the truth completely so they control the media to prevent the truth being reported mainstream, which also undermines the truthers

3) The real truthers are labelled conspiracy theorist and fake posts are created to discredit them, sometimes complete websites are created to discredit them

4) Any organisation or person who has the power to reach a wide audience or thwart their plans often dies or has family members threatened.

5) Censorship has now started on all the main platforms since January 2019 with many good sources disappearing completely and those who remain avoid using keywords

6) They have funded legal attacks on laws that upheld God's laws, as well as offering free funding to individuals who for example want to take their pastor to court for refusing to perform a gay marriage. By working with their own freemason network they establish a legal basis for what is right replacing God's laws, putting in place the ground work for the great persecution of Christian believers.

7) Spiritually, teams of witches attack God's prophets and watchmen to prevent them completeling God's tasks. Here spiritual warfare is absolutely needed on a regular basis. We are in a war and if you have not discovered this yet, it is because satan is not concerned with you which is not a good thing! You need to put on your armour, learn your weapons of warfare (reading the scripture) and be on your knees talking to God everyday. What is coming is horrific and you want to have you lamp full of oil because this is NOT an exam you can cram for. Please please take this seriously and give your life to God if you have not already, please.

8) satan created many religions to compete and dilute the true word. However, in these times he is now bringing them all under one roof to create a majority that has credibility.

9) The heavenly signs are being hidden by world governments wanting to avoid mass panic and riots using NASA technology. You can look up at the patent office such devices as artificial suns that turn on when the sun is eclipsed by an inbound planet or its moon. These however God will remove in his timing.

10) Removing Bible books out of the cannon and changing God's word which it has done over the centuries

Roman Catholic Church, vatican & the papacy = False Prophet Organisation

During her full reign of terror, the Papacy had caused the cruel death of at least 50 MILLION people not including nearly 3 million reported crimes against children they turned a blind eye to in many cases when not directly involved.

“The pope has the power to change times, to abrogate laws, and to dispense with all things, even the precepts of Christ.” “The pope has the authority and often exercised it, to dispense with the command of Christ.” Decretal, de Tranlatic Episcop. Cap. (The pope can modify divine law.) Ferraris’Ecclesiastical Dictionary.” N.B The first pope was appointed around 30 AD. In A.D. 325, pope Sylvester officially named Sunday “the Lord’s Day,” and in A.D. 338, Eusebius, the court bishop of Constantine, wrote, “All things whatsoever that it was the duty to do on the Sabbath (the seventh day of the week) we (Constantine, Eusebius, and other bishops) have transferred to the Lord’s Day (the first day of the week) as more appropriately belonging to it.” + “The Church substituted Sunday for Saturday by the plenitude of that divine power which Jesus Christ bestowed upon her!” Rev. Peter Geiermann, C.SS.R., (1946), p. 50.

In 2019 The pope changed the Lords prayer. His title written on his staff says "the substitute for Son of God" which in latini is Vicarius Fili Dei which also adds up to 666.
Only around 4% of Christians have read the whole Bible which is worrying in itself. However the following facts are more so. Most agree that the King James Bible is the best and most authentic translation if possibly the most difficult to read given its old English. However after some research I am now personally of the opinion that our Bibles we love and read may be missing key elements.

The reason is that the 24 books of the old testament were primarily copied, edited and distributed by a group of Jews known as the Masoretes between the 7th and 10th centuries of the Common Era (CE) and is known as the masoretic text and forms the basis for the King James and many other Bibles today. The problem is that more and more historical finds are being discovered that significantly pre date the Masoretic text and contradict it. These include the Septuagint which has 3 sources Codex Vaticanus (held and controlled by the vatican library) which most books use, Codex Alexandrinus that was held in the library at Alexandria and the Codex Sinaiticus (Sinai Bible), the Samaritan Pentateuch, the Dead Sea scrolls and historic writings such as those of Titus Flavius Josephus who was a Jewish historian. A good example would be Genesis 11 were the ages at death are 100 years different which has an impact on the topic of Melchizedekian from a Jewish point of view and from which Tribe he was from as Abraham paid tithe to him (Genesis 14:20). Another example is Psalm 22 where "they pierced my hands and my feet." was removed. Thankfully the KJV includes both the Septuagint and MT references.  Also, most of the thousands of differences are grammatical but in many cases there is significantly more detail in the older texts with Ezekiel Gog Magog chapters being a good example. Many of these books can be read online but getting a hold of affordable non vatican translated English versions held in the British Library is challenging. The point is that our Bible is still God's word, for God would not let it be corrupted and we should not throw the baby out with the bath water but that there is more to read that will give us a richer truth. Please keep your eyes open and test every truth with the spirit and do not fall foul of a lack of knowledge (Hosea 4:6). Jer 8:8 "How can you say, 'We are wise, And the law of the Lord is with us'? Look, the false pen of the scribe certainly works falsehood.) NKJV

In the year 1611 the KJV Bible was translated from Latin into English. Back then the Bible contained a total of 80 books and the last 14 books, which today have been excluded, made up the end of the Old Testament and were as follows: 1+2 Esdras, Tobit, Judith, The rest of Esther, The Wisdom of Solomon, Ecclesiasticus, Baruch with the epistle Jeremiah, The Songs of the 3 Holy children, The history of Susana, bel and the dragon, The prayer for Manasses; 1+2 Maccabees. In 1684 all of these books were removed by the Vatican from all versions except for the 1611 edition, which was the very first edition translated into English. Prior to this in The Council of Trent held between 1545 and 1563 in Trent was the 19th ecumenical council of the Catholic Church led by the pope, decided what was canon choosing the Vulgate version edited previously due to pope Damascus in 382. If you consider the Bible quotes from books like Enoch and others that were excluded plus the Dead sea scrolls also has additional Psalms and MANY other books such as the coming of Melchizedekian and the book of the giants, and books not included in our Bible you have to ask yourself if the Catholic church had a motive to remove these books. I have even read prophesy against King James for removing Yahushua's name from the Bible. Lastly, there have been books produced in the last several hundred years prophetically given that total over 10,000 pages. Examples include the Third Testament (Sourced from Mexico), The Great Gospel of John and other books by Jakob Lorber and Gottfried Mayerhofer. However, please be aware of disinformation and the NWO actively discrediting, de-ranking an undermining credible sources of information. I say this as the searches I ran 1 year ago now bring up completely different results and results undermining the above. A good source for these books plus thousands of videos and articles is jesus-comes.com

In the first edition of this document I left out all non canon book as I did not want to loose people and deter them from reading the entire document. However, we are now out of time and the above is reason enough to widen this documents scope. However, I also expect the free internet to be removed along with power and other life luxuries we take for granted. Therefore, for this update I'm including further reading for you to consider for yourself and take to the lord. Please print this document and do not rely on an electronic version as you may not be able to access it. I can not guarantee everything included is absolutely accurate but I would rather you have the base text to make your own mind up. I have not included anything I have first not reviewed and there was much I would not included as I felt it was not accurate. I also recommend buying an actual Bible plus the Septuagint if you use an eBook.
Jewish Marriage Tradition

Very Important

The Jewish wedding is nothing like modern day marriages and this is something you should research yourself. Without this understanding it is difficult to understand the significance of parts of the Bible. You should know that marriages were negotiated and involved a dowry to compensate the family of the bride. Once agreed the groom would go away to prepare a place in his father's house which would often take a year. The groom (Yahushua) would not know when he would be married as this was his father's (Yahweh's) decision. Then once the father says now is the time, a procession usually at night would come for the bride. The friend of the groom would be the intermediary (Holy Spirit) between the bride and groom and give her some idea of the season. The bride would have to watch out for the groom and go to meet him (10 virgins parable) to consummate the marriage with up to 10 witnesses. This was hugely important as she had to prove her virginity and failing to do so would mean being stoned to death. Once the party entered the father's home the door was locked shut until the stained marital sheet was provided as evidence. Hopefully you can see the relevance to scripture particularly Matthew 24:36. Because darkness is associated with the Lord's return in many scriptures it may well be dark all over the world (3 days of darkness) when the Lord comes for his first fruits bride (who receive glorified bodies) which includes his jewels, the 144,000. As with the parable of the wedding feast which happens after the consummation, guests will be invited which represents the mid point main harvest rapture. After this only gleaming's will be saved who survive without taking the mark of the beast, the surviving Jews (witnesses) or those who choose martyrdom.

Jewish Harvests

Please research how the various crops were harvested paying attention to the barley, wheat and grape crops which represent the multiple raptures and God's wrath. For example a tribulum was used to beat the wheat and how the barley which was harvested first was thrown into the air to allow he wind (Holy Spirit) to separate the barley from the chaff. The gleaming's where left for the poor and represents those who survive to the end of the 7 years and are saved.

Named volcanoes that erupt

Yellowstone (ground uplift, earthquakes, record geyser eruptions, already happening), Krakatoa, Mount Rainier, Mt st Helens, Mt Vesuvius. The ring of fire (Pacific Ocean) will be very volatile. In some places the underwater volcanoes will cause the water to boil the sea life. There are over 1 million underwater volcanoes. There will be many regions affected have not seen volcanic eruption for generations and even centuries with dormant volcanoes also coming to life.

Antarctica / Fallen Angels

Enoch 18

With the ice melting, more and more is coming into view to the public via satellite imagery with scientists now using radar to explore many new discoveries like a vast canyon system bigger than Greenland grand canyon. Others have compelling pictures that look like Egyptian monuments taken via satellite. Enoch which is quoted in our Bible and was found in the dead sea scrolls (in Aramaic) but is not in our canon, talks about fallen angels being imprisoned in a place where the sun burns day and night at end of the Earth in chapter 18. This all may seem coincidental until you consider Obama, the head of the Russian church (having met pope francis a week earlier in Argentina for the first time since 1054!) and the head of the CIA are all believed to have visited. In the month before WW2 started, the Nazis went to Antarctica and took thousands of aerial photos including colour film. There are also testimonies by the whistle blower WILLIAM TOMPKINS who is in his 90's that the nazi's went there and made use of the vast canyons whilst working with the reptilians (fallen angels). He also speaks about the 20 and back space marines program, project paperclip (nazi experts taken for their skills to US, Russia and UK), reptilians (and others) and the coming cataclysm to name a few other topics. However, remember disclosing information about aliens is part of the NWO agenda (needed to help explain rapture as abductions) but definitely not that they are demons. Every good lie is based on an element of truth and it is these truths you should seek out.
CIA Classified Document - The Adam & Eve Story

Written around 70 years ago this piece of research which took over 20 years to produce, was recently declassified and sanitised from over 200 pages down to around 50. The full text does exist but is extremely difficult to get hold of but there is a video on YouTube (Radiant Creators Channel) where the book has been read. It is shocking but not a surprise that this information has been withheld from the public. In summary the research has proven that every 11,500 years the earth has a cataclysm so big that only 1% of life survives (which has happened several times) and the science behind it. I had always hear of the "THE EVENT" but never could find out what it was. Well this is it and it is due NOW. Chan Thomas pulled together the histories and documents of all known civilisations, geological evidence for multiple floods, information on underwater continents, extensive biblical research including translating the Genesis Bible account written by earlier cultures that basically shows that the book of Genesis actually includes a flood in the time of Adam and Eve and much more. Other types of study include how a 5 ton mammoth (of which were many) was frozen solid in a couple of minutes or less such was the rapid drop in temperature. They have also proven that the pole used to be in South America and on another occasion in Canada and that there is a form of magnetic energy keeping the earths core in a state of something a kin to treacle. However, when the magnetic field is removed (which is rapidly loosing strength) the treacle turns to fluid akin to water allowing the skin of the earth to rotate based on centrifugal force driven by the weight of the ice caps bringing them to the centre of the equator (in less than 24 hours) and thus being melted due to the heat causing flooding and a 200ft sea level rise over a period of weeks. The continents will be ripped apart, the sea will form tidal waves miles high and the wind will become supersonic in places with the safest areas being around the new pivot points. This is why the elites are moving to South Africa and why the CIA has moved its head quarters to higher ground in Denver away from DC which is 1 mile above sea level and in the centre of the US. They also expect the sun to shutdown and then re-ignite causing a short period of utter darkness. From what I have read in the third testament and the great gospel of John the two accounts fit reasonably well but I haven’t had the time to give this the study it deserves. The sun shutting down however maybe a cover the NWO is using for what God has in store.

Isaiah 24:19-20 (Dead Sea Scrolls)

19 The earth is utterly broken down. The earth is torn apart. The earth is shaken violently. 20 The Earth will stagger like a drunken man, and will sway back and forth like a hammock. Its disobedience will be heavy on it, and it will fall and not rise again.

Magnetic Pole Flip

An anomaly in the south Atlantic is already experiencing magnetic flip issues and covers 20% of the earth with radiation 1000 times greater causing satellites to need protection.

Grand Solar Minimum

We just entered into one

Roughly every 11 years, the Sun’s magnetic field completely flips. This means that the Sun’s north and south poles switch places. This is the normal 11 year solar cycle and it also has a bearing on radio communication. The solar cycle affects activity on the surface of the Sun, such as sunspots which are caused by the Sun’s magnetic fields. As the magnetic fields change, so does the amount of activity on the Sun’s surface. A Grand Solar Minimum occurs when several solar cycles exhibit lesser than average activity for decades or centuries. Solar cycles still occur during these grand solar minimum periods but are at a lower intensity than usual. Grand solar minima have shown some correlation with global and regional climate changes as well as volcanic activity. The last time the absence of sunspots was so prolonged was during the “Little Ice Age,” of the 1600s. Prepare for severe winters due to lower sun intensity. There has been prophecy on this and it will affect the globe.

On March 26, 1991, U.S. President George Bush signed Public Law 102-14, a congressional resolution on the Seven Noahide Laws (H.J. Resolution 104, Public Law 102-14) under the title of "Education Day". There are 7 laws which result in capital punishment by beheading for breaking them. This includes worshiping false God's which includes Yahushua or Jesus who the Jews crucified. This off course is rooted in the cabal / NWO and the synagogue of satan.

The White House released a proclamation that designated April 16, 2019, as “Education and Sharing Day, U.S.A.” in honour of the 117th anniversary of the birth of the Rebbe, Rabbi Menachem M. Schneerson, of righteous memory. The proclamation, signed by President Donald J. Trump, states that it is a day to recognize and reaffirm the Rebbe’s teaching that “education is not only about the transmission of knowledge, but that it is also integral to the formation of character.”

UK formally recognized Sharia law court in 2008 and the Archbishop of Canterbury - the head of Church of England - conceded that adopting elements of the Sharia law into UK's court system was "unavoidable." Today, UK has over 130 Sharia law courts. These Sharia courts have been issuing rulings that contradict UK's common law.
Our fate - answering questions on scripture. Having skim read the whole Kolbrin Bible produced a salve to heal the scars of mankind. In that day, when men shall have forgotten the way of righteousness and turned from Truth, the light will know it not. Nor will it open its arms to the Child, which will go unrecognised and even be despised and mocked. Yet, in that day will be come the Child of Truth, which shall die and rise again to lead men in the struggle to glory. In the Day of his rising, the Earth will be distressed and the Earth will be opened. If the Israelites had not covered their lintel in blood and followed detailed instructions they would have died. Just praying for salvation would not have been enough. Action was needed otherwise, why did God give instruction? Do not say to yourself, God will miraculously provide everything I need. Instead do as you are told to do (e.g. Lot) or bug out (e.g. Lot). Taking matters into our own hands without instruction from prophet or the Holy Spirit risks showing God we do not trust in him or his messengers. In many cases people do not read the word or they ignore or reject God's word through the prophets.

1) Our fate is ultimately defined by God, and as believers we will go to heaven no matter our fate and be saved. Many righteous were killed in the Bible for what they believed but many were also saved from death. Only God can choose our fate.
2) We have nothing to fear from God's judgements and that we will be saved from them as they are not intended for us. He will not destroy a city if only a small number of good people are present, but he may tell them to leave (and they must). We must only be mindful of satan and all his agents.
3) God sends his prophets to warn his people, prove he is God, call people to repentance, give instruction, provide knowledge and to encourage God's people to do his will.
4) The martyrs of revelation 6 will be avenged so their death is not at God's judgements but they died at the hands of satan's agents who are against God.
5) Many (~90%) will perish for lack of knowledge for they do not read the word and can therefore be deceived or they ignore or reject God's word through the prophets.
6) Obedience to God's instruction is critical to survival. Take Lot's wife or the instructions given during Passover, and the prophet killed by a lion as examples.
7) If the Israelites had not covered their lintel in blood and followed detailed instructions they would have died. Just praying for salvation would not have been enough. Action was needed otherwise, why did God give instruction? Do not say to yourself, God will miraculously provide everything I need. Instead do as your told to do and obey.
8) God has provided instruction through his prophets to prepare spiritually and practically which as long as the prophet is true, we must do or we risk being in disobedience and no longer under God's protection. I believe rejecting God's prophets is a very bad idea and has consequences. However discernment is critical and easy to get wrong. This is why asking the Holy Spirit for confirmation and looking for multiple prophecies from different sources is key to reducing your risk of error.
9) Spiritually, means spending time with God daily, repenting, praising, reading his word, praying for the lost and oppressed, putting on the armour, blood and hedge whilst growing closer to him and further from the world which we reject. Anything you put before God is an idol. Humble yourself and reject this world of comfort.
10) Practically means food and water preparation for you and the those around you including medical supplies. Specific preparations for 3 days of darkness, ability to spread the word (printed Bibles) and warning people (or their blood be on your hands - Ez 33) and being able to defend ourselves when you have to (Yahushua's disciple was told to carry a sword) or bug out (e.g. Lot). Taking matters into our own hands without instruction from prophet or the Holy Spirit risks showing God we do not trust in him or his messengers. In situations where there is no time or heavenly instruction provided and no answer to prayer we must make choices we believe God would approve of without breaking his laws. I recommend you prepare a bug out bag AND stay in supplies you have both options available to you. Basic dry food is cheap and so are seeds.
Part 4: Key Event Sequence Summary for the SEALS

Below is a list of the events in order based on putting the jigsaw pieces together from hundreds of prophecies who only get part of the picture. What is clear is that we are very close to a dramatic shift in the world simply because as we get closer more detail is shared and now it seems the Lord is providing significant amounts of detail which thankfully still line up with the original document but now with more clarity added. Additionally the

Devils pact signed with antichrist and false prophet at the blood moon tetrad mid point heavenly sign (September 2015 - Seal 1)

Planet X system starts to really impact our earth and climate causing major crop failures, severe weather, earthquakes, eruptions and moves our magnetic north pole towards a magnetic reversal as it grows closer

Extreme weather events hit including major earthquakes, fires and storms with many artificially created. (There is a single prophecy about these being used for cover whilst NWO war devices are put in place)

A temple is built under the Dome of the rock and a portable alter also is built so sacrifices can restart

First red heifer is born in 2000 years which is needed to purify the third temple (Numbers 19:1–10) rabbi Maimonides (1135—1204) taught that the tenth red heifer would be sacrificed by the Messiah Himself

Judgement on the false church begins with Notre-Dame Cathedral destroyed. False prophets and pastors will suffer judgments and the tax exemption status of churches will be removed

The NWO start to get exposed for things such as pizzagate (Micah 3:3) and the deep corruption in the US government for events such as 911

Oil refineries around the world are attacked in preparation for the false flag event and WW3

California breaks up and goes into sea when San Andreas Fault ruptures destroying San Francisco and LA. Even Japan is affected on the other side of the plate as parts of it go into the ocean.

False flag nuclear type attack destroys New York sending it under water, Trump is killed and the Abraham Lincoln aircraft carrier is sunk (probably the first event) bringing in marshall law for Babylon

Obama becomes fully possessed by satan and takes over control of the US without being elected (still to find out how unless the constitution is changed or Michelle runs for president)

With the destruction of the NASDAQ and New York stock exchange, financial collapse quickly follows in the US along with famine as the food supply is quickly interrupted (Seal 3 fully opened)

Brexit is related to the global financial collapse and the destabilising of the UK. Boris Johnson was prophesised to become prime minister after opening an arch to baal in London

False flag event: Dome of the rock destroyed and starts Gog Magog war with WW3 soon to follow

Pre prepared Jihadis cell groups activate around the world to execute terror plans. One plan targets hospitals in the US with another causing riots in the UK (possibly at a different time)

Damascus destroyed by nuclear force (using the Samson Option) (Isaiah 17) as Israel is surrounded and suffering before God steps in to save Israel

WW3 Begins, with all major countries involved after Obama leaves to become leader of the 10 nations. Russian submarines will be positioned of each coast and will be too close to stop (seal 4)

Miami is invaded by nuclear attack with many additional major US cities targeted afterwards by missiles fired and/or controlled from the middle east but instigated by Russia. The US will fire nukes back

America is invaded by China and Russia primarily but supported by Iran and North Korea with prepared sleeper cell activating within the US

Massive 2 mile wide comet strikes west of Puerto Rico and causes 133m high tidal waves across the whole Atlantic (and inland rivers), fires and earthquakes killing millions (Seal (6)

Fireballs made up from the tail material of the comet hit every continent of the earth causing devastating fires around the globe but the US gets the most impacts

Earth's rotation is stopped for 3 days due to the low angle of impact and the east to west direction of the comet causing worldwide 12 magnitude earthquakes. The dead will not be recovered during the darkness.

Yellowstone super volcano erupts but not with full force but lava will still be widespread and so will its ash causing a rapid drop in temperature and nuclear winter conditions but also a blood moon due to the haze

Magnetic poles flip and the earths equator shifts forming a new north pole with according to a classified CIA doc the ice caps moving to the hot equator regions due to centrifugal force of the heavy ice caps

3 Days of darkness as Nibiru (the great red dragon) passes by. It will no longer be hidden by the NWO using NASA technology and people will run to hide themselves in the dens and in the rocks of the mountains

The Nephilim, demons & fallen angels will be released upon the earth posing as fake aliens along with holographic visualisations and projected sound thoughts to provide a plausible reason for the rapture

There will be naturally caused EMP events from this point on and the EMP bomb maybe used but the NWO needs technology to remain intact for its plans. One of the alien fake promises will be to clean up the nuclear radiation and provide clean water which will become a massive problem in the tribulation. Best be prepared with faraday cages for radios and solar panels etc plus plenty of water
N.B Some of these aliens in cloned / shape shifting bodies are already on the planet especially in senior government leadership roles and will play their part in the pre prepared media deception that follows. Additionally, there have been several prophecies that state the aliens will land and come out of their ships with Egypt stated as the first location.

Global communication reset with the internet off for at least 2 weeks but coming back up under censorship and new world order control with the narrative prepared in advance.

Martial law rolls out globally due to the devastation caused by the comet and subsequent tsunamis, earthquakes, disease, asteroid strikes, flooding and volcanic eruptions based on shariah /Noahide law. People moved to FEMA style camps in order to receive shelter, food and medical supplies but these will ultimately require them to accept the mark of the beast. These camps turn into prisons and then death camps.

N.B The Red Cross is run by the NWO and has altered the medication they will use to include poison. Churches have also agreed to be emergency centres when disasters happen unaware of the red cross deception.

The great Christian revival begins as the NWO works hard to reorganise itself in order to persecute believers as Noahide type laws kick in whilst under martial law. The guillotine is not established until the great tribulation.

The peace treaty is put in place and Israel is divided. Once divided God divides America down the middle (New Madrid fault) from the gulf up to the great lakes. This may happen during the seventh seal earthquake or later on during the trumpets.

During the tribulation there is also tremendous detail provided but I won’t have the time to include this. In summary though, the first 3.5 years is to get the Luke warm church and unbelievers up to speed on a true walk with God whilst going through a refining fire of adversity and persecution. The last 3.5 years is just horrific and can best be described as daily escape and evasion as they are hunted as food and for sport (for those who missed the wedding guest harvest and have not taken the mark). Those saved from this point will mostly be through martyrdom unless they make it to the end and are saved when Yahushua's feet touch the ground. Those who take the mark will have a semi normal life but they will quickly realise this doesn’t protect them from the guillotine and they won’t even be able to commit suicide. Believers who are caught, will be tortured in ways far worst than what the Maccabee’s went through and that was horrific with many people seeing the torture that believers must endure. The Lord however WILL protect some in pre prepared sanctuaries and this will also happen during the first 3.5 years in areas of extreme persecution.

RAPTURE of the bride: Yahushua (Jesus) comes in the clouds with his angels to collect his first fruits bride, children and 144k preceded by the sign of the cross in the sky. The dead shall rise first.

Many Jews accept the truth about Yahushua who they crucified after seeing a cross in the sky and after a period of mourning become on fire for the Lord.

Fake counterfeit blue beam rapture. Holographic alien ships will be seen mixed with real space ships manufactured on earth using antigravity engines with new weapons able to vaporise people into smoke.
**Part 5: Time Line Detail**

**Rev 6: First Seal**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Started September 2015</strong></td>
<td><strong>WHITE HORSE: He went out conquering and to conquer.</strong> Mid Point of Blood Moon Tetrad</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rev 6:1</strong></td>
<td>a white horse. He who sat on it had a bow; and a crown was given to him, and he went out conquering and to conquer.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>September Kick Off Events</strong></td>
<td><strong>8.3 magnitude quake</strong> hits off coast of Illapel - Sep 16 2015</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>717 Die in Mecca</strong> - Stampede during the Hajj , kills 717 people during symbolic stoning of the devil at Mina, near Mecca (24th Sept)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td><strong>Devil's pact with new world order formed at a secret meeting in the US with world leaders (US,China,Russia…)</strong> and the pope whilst they were in Washington (23rd Sept)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Signs in the heavens</strong></td>
<td>As the image shows the timing of the blood moons and solar eclipses forms a perfect pattern with its mid point ending sept 28th</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Speed of the seals</strong></td>
<td>The seals start slow in the form of warnings but finish very hard in terms of impact and level of judgement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>pope Blasphemy Speech</strong></td>
<td>Speaking from St Patrick's Cathedrals he said “Jesus Christ’s life ended in failure, ‘failure of the cross’”</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Kolbrin Bible** includes texts from the time of Yahushua (as well as from Egyptian times) from witnesses present at the time

**Compare to Mathew 24, Mark 13 and Luke 19**

Tell me, good Master, when shall the end be? BRT:3:55 Jesus answered. “There will be an end to the beginning, and men will know this by the spirit of the times. Men will no longer be as brothers; nor will they be manly. Women will be as men and men as women. Adultery will not be condemned, nor will fornication; therefore, these will flourish. Men will not honour their homelands, and there will be no discrimination among them, nor will they maintain the purity of their races. Fathers will not be honoured, nor mothers respected, and children will be raised to be wayward. Perversions will be encouraged, and criminals will mock the law. There will be incest and rape and it will be unsafe to walk abroad. Floods, famines, droughts and earthquakes will cause death and destruction: Strange sicknesses will smite the people, and there will be a denial of God. Babes will be slain in the womb.”

BRT:3:56 “Men will lust after the wives of other men, and marriage shall lose its meaning. Women will go to the marriage table unchaste and with deceit in their hearts. Their husbands, creatures of pity, will hear the mocking voices of laughing men. Priests will defile their altars with their impurity, and the rulers will be held in little repute. It is not God who marks the end days, but men who lives as though setting a pitfall for himself.”

---

**Rev 6: Second Seal**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Details</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ongoing Sept 2015 &gt;&gt;&gt;</strong></td>
<td><strong>RED HORSE: Wars and Rumours of War</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Rev 6:3</strong></td>
<td>Another horse, fiery red, went out. And it was granted to the one who sat on it to take peace from the earth, and that people should kill one another; and there was given to him a great sword</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Countries go to war</strong></td>
<td>Since 2015. …<strong>North Korea, Ukraine, Syria, ISIS, South China Sea</strong>, Yemeni Civil War, Kurdish–Turkish, Turkey, Niger Delta, Azerbaijan, Congo, Myanmar, Uganda, Pakistan, Iraq, Cameroon, Mozambique, Afghanistan, Houthis and Russia have gone to war</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Trade wars</strong></td>
<td>US china trade war begins with sanctions also being used against Russia and N Korea</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
THE Destroyer is on its way
See the final days YouTube channel for video from government weather cams showing the rotating planets growing larger every month
Magnetic North Shift
Planet X AKA Planet 9 Or Nibiru
Chem trails (ongoing)

In the spring of 2019 the magnetic north pole was moving over 250 miles in a single month. This rate of movement is accelerating and when plotted on a map shows that a pole flip could happen as early as 2020 based on where the weaker magnetic fields begin. The reason for this is that the Planet X / Nibiru group of planets is getting closer and closer and is now affecting our tides and jet stream with deserts turning green and unusual rain, hail, hurricanes and snow as a result. These planets are visible to the naked eye as I have seen them whilst walking the dog in between the chem trails on a windy day. The chemicals used are reported to be nano sized aluminium strontium, lithium and barium powder plus bacteria and nano bots. However, the reason they are hard to see normally is that NASA has patented technology that you can view online that is capable of producing an artificial sun when the planets pass in front of the sun. This technology can be seen in front of the sun from more northern or southern locations like Alaska as a black box. Researchers from the south pole mysteriously died days before they were going to publish a paper on Nibiru. Sometimes the technology hiding the planets has failed resulting in either a location being blacked out, two suns being seen or the fake sun seen flashing on and off. This technology is nothing new with Russia, Germany and China also experimenting with it. NASA have also released that they have discovered a group of 7 planets but that they are light years away rather than denying their existence. There are thousands of photos published online of the technology in the sky hiding the planets and the planets themselves.

If you are in any doubt about the chem trails I suggest you download a plane transponder app. This provides a wealth of info on the plane above you including some military planes. However the planes producing chem trails are not listed. Also, if you pay attention you will see commercial jets at a similar altitude that do not produce the same chem trail. The chem trails are often only being used when there is something to hide or they are being used for another purpose as these are also absorbed by plants, animals and humans. I have heard of various sinister uses for these chemicals they pump into the sky and that Boron is the only known blocker to their biological effects. As a result the world governments have been working together to hide the truth from its citizens and to also prepare for martial law for when the panic eventually happens. The elite have bought up nearly all the bunkers which are selling like hot cakes and plan to ride out the storm. However God has other plans for them and they will not be safe in their luxury bunkers. These planet also have demons on them that are getting ready to invade earth. They will achieve this via CERN who has just had a huge power upgrade and will use satanic technology to break through the veil opening a portal.

10th red heifer born

First red heifer is born in 2000 years which is needed to purify the third temple (Numbers 19:1–10) Rabbi Maimonides (1135—1204) taught that the tenth red heifer would be sacrificed by the Messiah Himself

Jerusalem ritual preparations

A temple is built secretly under the Dome of the rock as prophesised by Ezekiel and a portable alter also is built so sacrifices can restart which have restarted. The priests have been selected and trained for the third temple and all the designs and plans are ready.
Rev 6:5, Micah 1:7

a black horse, and he who sat on it had a pair of scales in his hand. And I heard a voice in the midst of the four living creatures saying, “A quart (~1.3 Litres) of wheat for a denarius (Daily wage of a labourer), and three quarts of barley for a denarius; and do not harm the oil and the wine.”

Weather gets worse

Global weather starts to dramatically change for the worse due to the approaching planetary system causing magnetic north to move towards a pole reversal and massive crop destruction with weather warfare also at play. Cataclysmic global flooding has been seen in over 30 countries with cars and houses being washed away. However, wildfires, hail, hurricanes, volcanic eruptions, heavy snow, flooding, swarms of locusts, mass animal, fish and bird deaths, meteor strikes are now common place.

Diseases are being prepared

Diseases start to spread across the world (Ebola has been covered up) including engineered diseases which will be tested in various places. Medical experts and journalists able to expose the truth are dying mysteriously. I believe these are just preparatory testing steps for what will come later with Africa being used extensively as a test bed.

Trump gene enhancement

Trump (who is like king Saul) takes gene enhancement therapy (crispr) in April of 2018 altering his DNA in effect taking the mark of the beast. Additionally Pence, Obama and the pope are already hybrid humans.

China & Russia have moving away from Dollar over last 4 years

Russia has shifted $100 billion of its reserves to the yuan, the yen, and the euro recently in their ongoing effort to ditch the dollar. The trade war with China is also having an effect. The world relies on the dollar so the impact will be around the world. Many countries are sick of the corrupt dollar system run by the Rothschild’s / Illuminati system that controls the federal reserve and Bank of England and most of the major banks.

Instability in financial markets

World financial markets become more volatile as the dollar begins to collapse. America’s debt becomes unsustainable at over 22 trillion and more than it produces.

Plagues

The world is now experiencing plagues of locusts (Mecca & Las Vegas), huge hail, blood coloured rivers and seas (Iran), mass animal, bird and fish deaths and Ebola which has now gone global after it could not be contained in the Congo where health workers were being killed in the ongoing war there.

Food shortages

Food problems begin with supermarket warehouses running low due to flooding, fire, hail, snow and disease. However, due to the ongoing trades wars much is done to cover up the situation to strengthen their bargaining positions. You should stock up on rice which lasts years, sanitary products and water as an absolute minimum.

US Importing Corn from Brazil

N.B. Brazil exported 60,000 tonnes of corn to the United States, according to Refinitiv data (sept 2019). The shipment is rare since the United States is the world’s largest corn producer and currently exports between 10% to 20% of its annual production, according to a U.S. Department of Agriculture’s (USDA) Economic Research Service (ERS)

Apostate church judgements begin

There are over 40,000 versions of Christianity and they can’t all be right. satan has infiltrated the church and caused man to deviate from God's word and commandments. The lukewarm church goers will be the hardest to convince of God's coming as they feel safe and prosperous in their walk but they don't realise they have a form of godliness but deny its power (2 Timothy 3:5). These people lack a true relationship with father and are not filled with the Holy Spirit and sadly many will realise they are the foolish virgins too late.

Judgement will fall hardest on the Luke warm as they will need the greatest shaking to wake up. Many will take the mark of the beast than give up the world and their comforts. Please consider if your church is following the last commandments of God in Mark 16 “17 And these signs shall follow them that believe; In my name shall they cast out devils; they shall speak with new tongues; 18 They shall take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover.” In my days in the catholic church which I have since left I never saw a healing or a demonic deliverance or speaking in tongues!

Food and health problems

George H W Bush Snr was indicted and charged (10 August, 2018) on money laundering, conspiring to violate the Logan Act, human trafficking, and racketeering (under the RICO Act). He pleaded guilty in exchange for secrecy. The back-up charges were his involvement in the assassination of JFK, and Project Hammer (9-11). The 9-11 charge involved the estimated $240 billion covert government securities that were to mature on the 12 September, 2001. President Trump signed the execution order, allegedly saying, “God may have mercy on him. We will not.”. Bush was executed by chemical means in hospital on 30 November, 2018, based on his guilty plea.

John McCain was executed under The Espionage Act as part of a Military Tribunal by lethal injection. This was well hidden by the issue of age and illness and chemotherapy. Both pleaded to keep it out of the media. Both McCain and the former president were not to be buried at Arlington. (The above was taken from non main stream news sources who leaked the events). More powerful figures are going to trial including for the terrorising, murder and then subsequent eating of children as in Micah 3:3.

Petroleum plants attacked

Worldwide petroleum processing plants will be attacked. This is the sign of the imminent false flag event. This is needed to cripple countries abilities to transport food amongst other things. In the last few months, Mexico, Italy, US and Saudi Arabia plants have been damaged requiring months to years of repairs.
San Andreas Fault
Timing based on fitting in with other events. Also, quakes are happening rapidly right now and warning something much bigger is coming. California breaks up and goes into sea when San Andreas Fault ruptures destroying San Francisco and LA. Even Japan is affected on the other side of the plate as parts of it go into the ocean. I've placed this event here after reviewing many prophecies due to the fact that New York had not yet been destroyed when this happens and there were no mention of any prior attacks or disasters to the US in any of the dreams / prophecies with some very detailed going as far back as 1937. Prophecy can change due to intercession and mercy can be added to lessen a disaster. If you live in this area please pray about it as the Lord may want you to move and soon. N.B Warning: the USGS are downgrading many earthquakes to minimise alarming the public. This applies to Yellowstone as well as around the fault lines.

From this point on, events become very rapid just like the point before birth with rapid contractions as the Bible states many times with much happening in a single day and a single hour

False flag terror attack used to kick off world war 3 is an attack on America (Babylon). See Jeff Byerly @ HolySpiritWind for more detail

1) Abraham Lincoln aircraft carrier destroyed and sunk with over 5000 sailors onboard (currently in the middle east were the attack will take place - Sept 2019)
2) New York is attacked by advanced (similar to nuclear) weapons that also cause a massive tidal wave and is wiped out
3) Trump is killed whilst in Trump Tower (As Belshazzar was Daniel 5:30) (Trump is currently in New York and staying in Trump Tower Sept 2019)
4) Third seal is full opened and the black horse is released across the rich nations of the world and America primarily
5) New York the great city of Babylon is left without power but the rest of America will be affected with side events

Prepared narrative

Trumps death is used by the NWO to their advantage pinning much blame on him and aiding them to bring back Obama but not as president before he leaves to become the leader of ten nations. I've not found out how Obama will achieve this but some have guessed his wife will run for president or under martial law maybe some hidden clause.

Obama

Obama becomes fully possessed by satan

World wide crash begins

Dollar collapses in US as the NASDAQ and NYSE are gone crashing the US financial markets with Japan and Germany also affected initially before the rest of the world follows. This lasts Several months and is a deliberate attack. Trump is blamed. Brexit plays a part but how is unclear.

US Bankrupt

As of December 31, 2018, debt held by the public was $16.1 trillion and intragovernmental holdings were $5.87 trillion, for a total or "National Debt" of $21.97 trillion. This has since risen over 22 trillion and will go beyond America's ability to pay it back. Much of the US foreign debt and farmland is owned by China.

Severe record breaking weather

Famine

Earthquakes

Volcanoes

Will continue to increase in severity during the seals and trumpets

Earthquakes and volcanic eruptions have increased by over 500% since 2014. Meteor strikes are also much more common some exploding with near nuclear force. Some have just missed which were so big they would have taken out a city like London having gone through our atmosphere where planes fly. These will only increase as the planets get closer. Also Jupiter was hit by a meteor Aug 7th 2019 so big it created an explosion the size of earth with debris now heading our way which will hit in a few years.

Personal Finances Affected

Pension funds and possibly savings will be used to bail out the banks with government benefits stopping. Moving your savings into Gold is recommended
Pale Horse: 25% of Earth erupts into conflict - WW3 begins and as well as Satan’s wrath

Rev 6:7

a pale horse. And the name of him who sat on it was Death, and Hades followed with him. And power was given to them over a fourth of the earth, to kill with sword, with hunger, with death, and by the beasts of the earth. 25% of the earth population is near 2 billion people!

After the false flag event in America:

1) Internal civil war and a pre planned Muslin Jihad (the Jihad may also spill over to the UK but the timing of this Jihad is unknown)
2) Martial Law introduced (citizens lose their rights and Noahide type laws kick in)
3) Financial collapse and government benefits stop and pensions affected. The world financial collapse follows the rapture
4) Disease outbreaks (although other events contribute to this)
5) Earthquakes, floods, tsunamis, fires, tornadoes, hurricanes, volcanic eruptions
6) Obama become fully possessed by Satan
7) America blames North Korea for the attack

New World Order (NOW) Objectives

In order to create one world currency, religion and empire the NWO needs to take down America first. Satan may even think that by provoking God against America through things like abortion laws God will help take down America for him. The false flag event will significantly weaken America making it vulnerable to attack. Taking all prophecies into account I believe this event will happen before the end of 2019 but must happen before Israel turns 72

2 Esdras 16 kjv 1611

The beginning of sorrows

1 Woe be unto thee, Babylon, and Asia! woe be unto thee, Egypt and Syria! ... 12 The earth quaketh, and the foundations thereof; the sea ariseth up with waves from the deep, and the waves of it are troubled, and the fishes thereof also, before the Lord, and before the glory of his power: 13 For strong is his right hand that bendeth the bow, his arrows that he shooteth are sharp, and shall not miss, when they begin to be shot into the ends of the world. 14 Behold, the plagues are sent, and shall not return again, until they come upon the earth. 15 The fire is kindled, and shall not be put out, till it consume the foundation of the earth.... 18 The beginning of sorrows and great mournings; the beginning of famine and great death; the beginning of wars, and the powers shall stand in fear; the beginning of evils! what shall I do when these evils shall come? 19 19Behold, famine and plague, tribulation and anguish, are sent as scourges for amendment...23 And the dead shall be cast out as dung, and there shall be no man to comfort them: for the earth shall be wasted, and the cities shall be cast down... 37 Behold, the plagues draw nigh, and are not slack. 38 As when a woman with child in the ninth month bringeth forth her son, with two or three hours of her birth great pains compass her womb, which pains, when the child cometh forth, they slack not a moment:

2 Esdras 15:19

Survival pressure causes civilisation morals to break down

False Flag Trigger Event

Gog Magog Ezekiel 38-39 Isa 30:31?
Alter Sacrifices Can Resume

Gog Magog

You shall fall upon the mountains of Israel, you and all your troops and the peoples who are with you; I will give you to birds of prey of every sort and to the beasts of the field to be devoured. 5 You shall fall on the open field; for I have spoken," says the Lord God. 6 "And I will send fire on Magog and on those who live in security in the coastlands. Then they shall know that I am the Lord.....

Israel will go out and set on fire and burn the weapons, both the shields and bucklers, the bows and arrows, the javelins and spears; and they will make fires with them for seven years. (Gog is killed "I will give Gog a burial place there in Israel").

Israel is attacked and surrounded by many Arab nations and Russia but America is not able to help as it would normally making this the perfect time to strike. This event may even be timed to coincide with the attack on the US. From what I have pieced together, God doesn’t step in to help Israel until they fail in there own capability so that they will know that their God has saved them. Israel will suffer much damage especially Tel Aviv and Haifa which may get nuked or hit with chemical weapons.
Isaiah 17 (DSS)

1 The burden of Damascus. “Behold, Damascus is taken away from being a city, and it will be a ruinous heap. 2 The cities of Aroer (Aroer is to the east of the Dead Sea, in Jordan) are forsaken. They will be for flocks, which shall lie down, and no one shall make them afraid. 3 The fortress shall cease from Ephraim, and the kingdom from Damascus, and the remnant of Syria. They It will be as the glory of the children of Israel,” says Yahweh of Armies. 4 “It will happen in that day that the glory of Jacob will be made thin, and the fatness of his flesh will become lean. 7 In that day, people will look to their Maker, and their eyes will have respect for the Holy One of Israel.”

WW3 begins

America, Japan, Australia, China, Iran, Israel, Russia, Syria, Turkey, Egypt, Jordan, Lebanon, North Korea and the wealthy nations will be involved. I assume all the allies of the US will be involved which includes the UK. The war will be short and end with a nuclear bomb just like WW2. The air will be left VERY polluted affecting the water supply and soil making growing food very difficult. The survivors from the wealthy countries will run to the poorer countries only to be treated the same way they once treated them in their own country.

Jer 50:9-14 Nuclear Strike

Their arrows shall be like those of an expert warrior…” Put yourselves in array against Babylon all around, All you who bend the bow; Shoot at her, spare no arrows, For she has sinned against the Lord”. Big cities around the world will be nuked (especially in the US) or struck by normal missiles (Tel Aviv, Haifa have been named in one prophecy plus nuclear power plants going offline with Dallas Comanche Peak named) by China, Russia, Iran and North Korea using submarines and ICBMs. Nuclear power plants will become deadly as they go offline as they can’t be maintained. Japan has now run out of capacity to store contaminated water from Fukuhara and now plans to dump it into the Pacific. Chernobyl is still active and needs it’s concrete sarcophagus replacing and repairing on a regular basis years after it blew.

Jer 50:3 US Invasion

For out of the north a nation comes up against her, Which shall make her land desolate…22 A sound of battle is in the land, And of great destruction.

America invaded by Russia and China

Semi nuclear WW3 begins as America's big cities are first hit with missiles starting with Miami then invaded by Russia, China and North Korea taking advantage of America's weakened state from both coasts and over Canada. The casualties will form the basis of the martyrs of the 5th seal.

Worldwide Marshal Law Mark of the Beast

Marshall law is implemented around the world and the mark of the beast system steps up although it is still optional at this point. Rev 13:17. no one may buy or sell except one who has the mark or the name of the beast (This is already available and the chip model No adds up to 666)

EMP

God may have restricted the use of an EMP bomb but the sun and comet strikes are more than capable of having a similar effect like the Carrington event and is likely to do so

Advanced Weapons & Spying

There are many advanced weapons including biological that the deep state have been working on for decades. These will all come on the scene at once and will shock many. Everything has been planned in advance and is ready to go. Do not trust Government, Google, Apple, Facebook, NASA, Microsoft, Amazon, CERN and any organisation with 666 in their logo as they often hide in plain sight. These organisations spy on their members and collect their data and they do not have your best interests at heart.

Jeremiah 50:46

"46 At the noise of the taking of Babylon the earth is moved, and the cry is heard among the nations.”

Rev 6: Fifth Seal The Cry of the Martyrs

I saw under the altar the souls of those who had been slain for the word of God and for the testimony which they held. 10 And they cried with a loud voice, saying, “How long, O Lord, holy and true, until You judge and avenge our blood on those who dwell on the earth?” 11 Then a white robe was given to each of them; and it was said to them that they should rest a little while longer, until both the number of their fellow servants and their brethren, who would be killed as they were, was completed.

Rev 6:9

(It has been said that many of the innocent believers who die during the calamities volunteered their lives before the world was created so others maybe saved)

2 Esdras 15:9 And therefore, saith the Lord, I will surely avenge them, and receive unto me all the innocent blood from among them.

Abortion Laws

Some link the new full term abortion laws in the USA to the Martyrs but for me this doesn't fit the revelation scripture above. However, over 3000 babies are aborted every day just in the US and this certainly has provoked the Lord to anger. satan has brought this into play to provoke the Lord into action and to provide more innocent blood for his purposes.
Rapture of the 144,000 and the first fruits bride. (Events duplicate the events of the crucifixion) - Also consider Isaiah 24

Rev 6: Sixth Seal

there was a great earthquake; and the sun became black as sackcloth of hair (or smoke), and the moon became like blood. 13 And the stars of heaven fell to the earth, as a fig tree drops its late figs when it is shaken by a mighty wind. Then the sky receded as a scroll when it is rolled up, and every mountain and island was moved out of its place. (Pole Shift) And the kings of the earth, the great men, the commanders of the army, the princes of every nation, hid themselves in the caves and in the rocks of the mountains, and said to the mountains and rocks, “Fall on us and hide us from the face of Him who sits on the throne and from the wrath of the Lamb! For the great day of His wrath has come, and who is able to stand?”

For the indignation of the Lord is against all nations, And His fury against all their armies; He has utterly destroyed them, He has given them over to the slaughter. Also their slain shall be thrown out; Their stench shall rise from their corpses, And the mountains shall be melted with their blood. All the host of heaven shall be dissolved, And the heavens shall be rolled up like a scroll; All their host shall fall down As the leaf falls from the vine, And as fruit falling from a fig tree.

The sign of the cross in the sky

Many Jews accept the truth about Yahushua who they crucified after seeing the cross in the sky and later after a period of mourning become on fire for the Lord. This is also seen in the ancient text of the Apocalypse of Elijah.

Comet & Asteroid Strikes

Efrain Rodriguez primary source but many other have seen the same event (Amos 5:8, Rev 18:21, Nahum 1:8)

~2 mile wide comet hits near Puerto Rico from the east at a low angle and bounces off at 2am The tail creates a huge meteor storm that hits the world afterwards as well as creating 300 mph winds. The impact will create a 120m tidal wave that goes up to 100 miles inland and a 12 magnitude earthquake that hits Miami first at 5 am but the whole American continent will be affected primarily. However the rest of the world especially Europe and Africa will be hit by tsunamis along all Atlantic coastlines. The impact is against the spin of the earth and causes the rotation of the earth to stop for 3 days. This comet may well be part of the NWO / satan's plan as remote vehicles such as Philae (which is the name of a temple built to Isis and means "the end") have been sent to asteroids such as 67P which looks like a dragon and is 2.6 miles long to investigate them and they may well be able to change its course as there has been prophesy that this is man's doing to depopulate 66% of the earth, with CERN playing a part. The authorities are preparing for scarcity for the following 15 months and disease with too many bodies to bury. However, the US have bought millions of coffin boxes and liquid cyanide that has been labelled as water plus guillotines from Japan. They have also setup many FEMA camps with as many as 9 crematoriums each. This will be allowed by God to deliver his judgments on the world and false church. Continental plates will be moves and this will cause the earthquake of the Sixth Seal. Additionally there has been a single prophecy of 3 steroids hitting around December 2019 which may part of the tail or seal 7. In total I have read 4 prophecies that point to December without stating a year as being linked to the 6th / 7th seal. Given there has also been prophesy that millions will die before the end of 2019, I would make sure you are prepared for what you are reading in this document that the end of 2019 will be bumpy and that you should start with getting your spiritual house in order and then practically preparing your home to survive without power, food, gas and water.

Luke 19 - "fig tree drops its late figs" Rev 6

Miami destroyed

29 But the same day that Lot went out of Sodom it rained fire and brimstone from heaven, and destroyed them all. 30 Even thus shall it be in the day when the Son of man is revealed.

In the same day the asteroid hits, Miami will be destroyed. A lot is going to happen in that day!

Comet Aftermath (Consider the trumpets to come)

A very large comet strike has the potential to dramatically raise temperatures up to 800 degrees Celsius for hundreds to over a thousand miles, burning up grasses and trees (~one third of global forest are in the Americas), make water sources acidic down to 4.5ph which will cause heavy metals to leach from the soil making water very toxic, send debris into the atmosphere which will heat up on re-entry and cloud over the skies. Significant darkness will cause plants to die as well as interrupt the food chain in the sea with fish dying depending on the duration of the darkness. The heat will eventually subside leaving behind harsh winter conditions dropping temps down to minus 50 Celsius away from the coasts where it is warmest. However the coasts will continue to be hit by multiple massive tsunamis and high winds up to 400 mph as the temperature gradient continues to change and the sunlight returns. The shockwave of the impact is likely to set off many volcanoes with the Americas' having 3 super volcanoes of the 7 in total. Yellowstone will erupt according to statements but not as strong as it could. Additionally, the impact of a comet is likely to create an EMP explosion that will cripple electronics around the globe so get your farad cage ready!

Information based on an 8 mile wide comet expert worst case scenario study

Yellowstone will erupt and this is the best position in the time line according to multiple sources. The main caldera will erupt but it will be on a smaller scale than it is capable of. However other volcanoes around the world especially under the sea and around the ring of fire will be set off including potentially Krakatoa, Mt st Helens and Mt Vesuvius but I don't have timings for these only that they will erupt.
This red prison planet is where the demons from the time of Noah were put and it has taken a long time for this solar system of several planets to come back around to Earth on its elliptical interstellar orbit. satan plans to use advanced technology to open a portal to allow them to escape to earth using CERN which has recently had another massive power upgrade to enable it to break through the veil. CERN has held a ritualistic mock human sacrifice on its premises, in front of a statue of shiva, the principal deity of Hinduism as well as underground ceremonies nearby depicting the story of revelation, but with satan as the victor, with many world leaders present.

Demons Released
Jer 13:16
Ps78:49
+Amos 5:18-20,Micah 3:6

Demons posing as aliens released during darkness to abduct people. This will be used by satan to explain away the rapture and that this was God's judgement on them.
Several sources have described Nibiru having demons on it who will pretend to be aliens.

"Give glory to the Lord your God before He causes darkness, And before your feet stumble On the dark mountains, And while you are looking for light. He turns it into the shadow of death And makes it dense darkness:"

Darkness Plague: "He cast on them the fierceness of His anger, Wrath, indignation, and trouble. By sending angels of destruction among them."

68 For, behold, the burning wrath of a great multitude is kindled over you, and they shall take away certain of you, and feed you, being idle, with things offered unto idols. 69 And they that consent unto them shall be had in derision and in reproach, and trodden under foot. 70 For there shall be in every place, and in the next cities, a great insurrection upon those that fear the Lord. 71 They shall be like mad men, sparing none, but still spoiling and destroying those that fear the Lord. 72 For they shall waste and take away their goods, and cast them out of their houses. 73 Then shall they be known, who are my chosen; and they shall be tried as the gold in the fire. 74 Hear, O ye my beloved, saith the Lord: behold, the days of trouble are at hand, but I will deliver you from the same.

2 Esdras 16 & Jer 5 (Septuagint)

Alien Demon Invasion

15 Lo, I will bring a nation upon you from far, O house of Israel (This does not mean the nation of Israel who are from Judah but the world) , saith the Lord: it is a mighty nation, it is an ancient nation, a nation whose language thou knowest not, neither understandest what they say. 16 Their quiver is as an open sepulchre, they are all mighty men (fallen angels) . 17 And they shall devour your harvest, and your bread; and shall devour your sons, and your daughters; (King James adds the word "which" that is not present in the Greek)

When I asked the Lord about the order of events in the sixth seal he told be to study his crucifixion account. Only by merging all the accounts do you actually see the mirror of rev 6. I was amazed and wondered why these key events were spread across the gospels! A year ago he also gave me a dream where I saw one of the alien space craft outside my window and it looked like a VERY long cigar shaped hydrogen balloon moving across the sky and then I saw a beautiful bird shape shift into something grotesque. My chin nearly hit the floor

"19 The earth is utterly broken. The earth is torn apart. The earth is shaken violently. 20 The Earth will stagger like a drunken man, and will sway back and forth like a hammock. Its disobedience will be heavy on it, and it will fall and not rise again." + "1 Behold, Yahweh makes the earth ground empty, makes it waste, turns it upside down, and scatters its inhabitants." DSS= Dead Sea Scrolls which agrees with the KJV. The Septuagint also says the Earth will be bent over.
The comet and approach of Nibiru has a magnetic effect on the pole of the earth in effect pulling on it as well as other objects around us in space. The magnitude of the earth quakes around the world are around 9.5-12. This pole shift effects weather patterns preventing weather to be predicted - farming areas become totally destroyed.

MAN:33:2 Behold, in the days long gone down into dust, the whirlwind came and earth poured out her wrathful breath, so that you were burnt. The evildoers were swept away by the waters, and the wicked ones were swallowed up in the fires. The days of the years were shortened and the times of all things altered. The seasons were turned around, so that the seed rotted within the soil, and no green shoots came forth to greet the day. All buds withered upon the vines, the land lay dead under its grey shroud. The moon changed the order of her ways, and the sun set himself a new course, so that men knew not where they were and all were afflicted. The stars swam in a new direction, and the whole order of things was changed.

11. I tell you that although it is certain that very great trials await this world, the days of pain shall be shortened, for so great will be their bitterness that they shall cause men to awaken, to turn their eyes to Me, and to listen to the voice of conscience that urges (page 444)

MAN:34:4 Then came the year of the great flood of waters, though some say it was before these days, when the salt seas rose upon the East and covered the land. Men were warned beforehand by the shortening of the days of the years, and the five days now added to the days of the year are days of sorrow for the alteration of things. It is said that seven days before the coming of the waters the sun appeared in a different quarter, but this is not easy to believe as the sun remains ever constant. The sailors of the king certainly departed for strange places during the chaos of waters, perhaps this was because the sun had left his steady course.

Mat 24:22 "And except those days should be shortened, there should no flesh be saved: but for the elect's sake those days shall be shortened" KJV

Geography by season as it stands today. Notice that it is the axis tilt that gives us our seasons.

Any tilt or flip will completely change the seasons.

A magnetic flip will also have far reaching consequences including the temporary loss of our protective magnetosphere making the earth VERY vulnerable.

Right now airport runways and GPS satellites are been reset to keep up with the rapidly moving magnetic north pole.

Mat 27:52
Ezekiel 37:5-14

The Dead Shall Rise First:
and many bodies of the saints who had fallen asleep were raised; 53 and coming out of the graves after His resurrection
Behold, O My people, I will open your graves and cause you to come up from your graves (Dan2:2)
The Lord is buried in the tomb - last chance for the Luke warm and unbelievers to repent.
Sign in the heavens
The world will see the Lords sign of a cross in the heavens Isaiah 66:19

144 thousand sealed
Rev 7:3 “Hurt not the earth, neither the sea, nor the trees, till we have sealed the servants of our God in their foreheads” This shows that the 144 are sealed before the disasters hit the earth and before the rapture.

Rapture (1/3) (See the matrix in part 2 for full scripture list breakdown)
Rev 7:3, Rev 8:4
Barley harvest rapture of the bride, children, the simple minded / disabled and the 144,000. Yahushua comes in the clouds to collect his first fruits. The 144,000 will serve on Earth as harvest workers for either 40 days or 3.5 years and they will also serve in Heaven. David's army had 288,000 soldiers (1 Chronicles 27) 24 thousand for each tribe.

“Winds released after 144,000 servants of God sealed”
"the incense, with the prayers of the saints, ascended before God"

The One Hundred and Forty - four Thousand Chosen
The Third Testament p348 sample.
There is a whole chapter on the 144
56. Of those marked by My love, some are simple men, but others are men notable in the world; they can only be distinguished by the spirituality of their lives and works, and by the manner of their thinking about and of understanding the Divine revelations. They are not idolaters, fanatics, nor frivolous; they seem to practice no religion, and nonetheless from them arises an inner worship of their spirit with that of their Lord. 57. Those marked by the light of the Holy Spirit are like lifeboats; they are guardians, counselors, and strongholds. I have equipped them with light in their spirits, and with peace, strength, with the healing balm, with keys that invisibly open the most stubborn doors, and weapons that overcome obstacles insuperable to others. It is not necessary that they show titles awarded by the world for their gifts to be recognized. They do not know science, but are doctors, do not know law, but are counselors, are poor in the goods of the earth, and yet may do much good on their way.

satan’s fake rapture
This has to happen just after the rapture rather than before as satan does not know exactly when this will be
satan has had thousands of years to plan the most comprehensive deception possible and he has far more resources than most people can imagine. He can not create life like God can, but he tries to copy God with artificial intelligence, robots, clones, hybrid humans and animals cross combinations and things of this nature as well as his satanic servants. His key objective is to prevent Yahushua claiming his bride and wedding guest souls. He has been defeated throughout the Bible and now his time is short and bar the final battle after the millennial reign this is last real chance to win. He is smart and a master of deception. Never underestimate him as even some of the elect will be fooled. He has worked with human agents to share with them the technologies needed to implement his plan, all of which have been kept hidden from the masses. The blue beam technology is one key component of the fake rapture that will project thousands of alien space ships onto the sky line from space. Mixed with these will be real ships built on earth in underground bases. This system may need the metal particles from chemtrails in the sky to work and this maybe one of their purposes other than poisoning us and hiding the approaching Nibiru. The real ships will have weapons able to vaporise people into smoke as well as beam people up, but what is real and what is projected is not clear. However the effect will be to provide a plausible explanation for non believers to go with, which will later be used with a prepared narrative in the media. Always remember that these aliens are just fallen angels and demons and that even satan's human servants have been deceived and will not receive the promised rewards

Communications Turned OFF
Communications shutdown for around 2 weeks. Afterwards, content is censored and there is one message, new world order citizenship, currency and rule / laws. Mark of the beast starts off optional thankfully, Everything is pre prepared and under the guise of world peace. N.B 5G which is being rapidly rolled out across the world is a killer technology using the same frequencies used by the military and many forms of consumer technologies have been weaponised in a similar way such as smart meters.

More on aliens
I have not read a prophecy that states the following but piecing the different pieces together. here are my thoughts. satan needs to abduct humans to cover the rapture, but he also wants aliens to be our friends so we form a world government. What better way to do this than have bad aliens (e.g. reptilians) do the abducting and good aliens (e.g. the Nordics) come to our rescue and promise to fix our radiation and give us clean water. There have been prophecy on aliens fighting between themselves. This fits with everything I have read and Rebecca sterling's detail and solves several gap issues I had but these are just my thoughts and I may be wrong.
# Prelude to the Seven Trumpets

**Rev 8: Silence**

Silence in heaven for about half an hour (Daniel timeframe 1 week = 7 years so 30mins = 7.5 days)

I have not seen a single prophecy or dream about the silence in heaven that offers any detail. My personal thought is that this period is spent with the bride in heaven and may represent the consummation of the marriage which happens before the wedding feast and the presentation of the bride to Yahweh as his first fruits. This activity would merit the undivided attention of the angels, Yahushua, Yahweh, the 24 elders and the Holy Spirit. This is seen in Rev 7:9 “After this I beheld, and, lo, a great multitude, which no man could number, of all nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues, stood before the throne, and before the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and palms in their hands;”

**My thoughts on the silence in heaven**

I have not seen a single prophecy or dream about the silence in heaven that offers any detail. My personal thought is that this period is spent with the bride in heaven and may represent the consummation of the marriage which happens before the wedding feast and the presentation of the bride to Yahweh as his first fruits. This activity would merit the undivided attention of the angels, Yahushua, Yahweh, the 24 elders and the Holy Spirit. This is seen in Rev 7:9 “After this I beheld, and, lo, a great multitude, which no man could number, of all nations, and kindreds, and people, and tongues, stood before the throne, and before the Lamb, clothed with white robes, and palms in their hands;”

**Rev 8: Asteroids & Earthquake**

Then the angel took the censer, filled it with fire from the altar, and threw it to the earth. And there were noises, thunderings, lightnings, and an earthquake. These earthquakes will be global and around 10 - 12 magnitude which is a logarithmic scale (x10 per level). The tribulation begins!!

**Mt 28:1 - Earthquake**

Now after the Sabbath, as the first day of the week began to dawn, Mary Magdalene and the other Mary came to see the tomb. 2 And behold, there was a great earthquake; for an angel of the Lord descended from heaven, and came and rolled back the stone from the door, and sat on it. 3 His countenance was like lightning

**A GREAT Revival Begins**

The GREAT Christian revival begins and lasts up to 6 months before persecution of Christians starts to subdue them. The lukewarm understand their undoing and commit their hearts to change, repenting and become burning hot for the Lord. This includes countries like Russia and China

**144,000**

Mission of the 144,000 begins, their mission is either 40 days or 3.5 years. They will be sent out to bring in the harvest of wedding guests just as in the parable.

**Death Toll V Saved**

Over 1 billion lives will be lost across the seals around the world. So bad will the disasters be that there dead bodies will be left where they died for some time. However, over 1 billion will ultimately be saved and pass through the narrow gate having fully accepted the Lord and renounced the material world.

“Everyone who goes by Babylon shall be horrified and hiss at all her plagues.”

**Epidemics will fall upon the world**, strange and rare diseases before which science will be impotent, and a great part of humanity will perish. Dead bodies will pollute the water but bio engineered warfare will be at play.

**Jer 50:13 Biological disease / warfare**

“Everyone who goes by Babylon shall be horrified and hiss at all her plagues.”

**Aliens Enlisted**

Aliens are enlisted by the government to hunt down people who do not comply with the new rules on the new world order. The execution of this comes later

**Luke 21:32, Mark 13:30, Mat 24:34 MAY 14th 2020 Israel is 72**

"when you see these things happening, know that the kingdom of God is near. Assuredly, I say to you, this generation (Israel nation) will by no means pass away till all things take place.” This is the latest logical estimated point in time to end the seals before the next 3.5 year period begins but it may come sooner.

Tyre, Jerusalem and BABYLON were judged when they turned 71. A generation is 70 years and also the age of a king (David). The world avg lifespan is also 71

**Rev 8 Trumpet 1 2020 June -2021 estimate**

Vegetation Struck. Volcanic Eruptions - "hail and fire"

And hail and fire followed, mingled with blood (LAVA), and they were thrown to the earth. And a third of the trees were burned up, and all green grass was burned up.

There are over 1 million volcanoes in our oceans not counting the ones on land. Lava will pour out the earth everywhere due the pole shift. (The approaching Nibiru planet gravitational effect continues to increase and is likely to flip the magnetic poles and reduce the earth protection significantly)

**Burning Hail / Volcanic Explosions**

The lord cleansed the earth with a great flood in Noah's day but this time it will be by fire, although flooding will still be used to purify the land. The fire will come primarily from asteroids hitting more frequently due to a diminished magnetosphere and volcanoes erupting everywhere due to plate tectonics shifting across the world but I am sure the NWO may start there own as they did in California.

**Fire**

At some point after the first rapture the Trump peace deal will cause Israel to be divided and we can see this will be the case from what has been leaked to the news. Once Israel is divided God will split America down the middle. Following the New Madrid fault line. My best estimate is this happens once all the calamity from the seal disasters has settled down, although the paperwork could be agreed anytime and this is likely.

The Destroyer description from an ancient Egyptian text (taken from the Kolbrin Bible). Compare the events and consider the matching detail in red to the trumpets and seal 6 & 7 scriptures
CHAPTER 3 The Destroyer - PART 1 FROM THE GREAT SCROLL

It raged across the Heavens in the days of wrath, and this was its likeness: It was as a billowing cloud of smoke enwrapped in a ruddy glow, not distinguishable in joint or limb. Its mouth was an abyss from which came flame, smoke and hot cinders (red dragon). When ages pass, certain laws operate upon the stars in the Heavens. Their ways change, there is movement and restlessness, they are no longer constant and a great light appears redly in the skies. When blood drops upon the Earth, The Destroyer will appear and mountains will open up and belch forth fire and ashes. Trees will be destroyed and all living things engulfed. Waters will be swallowed up by the land and seas will boil. The Heavens will burn brightly and redly, there will be a copper hue over the face of the land, followed by a day of darkness. A new moon will appear and break up and fall. The people will scatter in madness. They will hear the trumpet and battle cry of The Destroyer and will seek refuge in the den in the Earth. Terror will eat away their hearts and their courage will flow from them like water from a broken pitcher. They will be eaten up in the flames of wrath and consumed by the breath of The Destroyer. Thus in the Days of Heavenly Wrath, which have gone, and thus it will be in the Days of Doom when it comes again. The times of its coming and going are known unto the wise. These are the signs and times which shall precede The Destroyer’s return: A hundred and ten generations shall pass into the West and nations will rise and fall. Men will fly in the air as birds and swim in the seas as fishes. Men will talk peace one with another, hypocrisy and deceit shall have their day. Women will be as men and men as women, passion will be a playing of man. A nation of soothsayers shall rise and fall and their tongue shall be the speech learned. A nation of lawgivers shall rule the Earth and pass away into nothingness. One worship will pass into the four quarters of the Earth, talking peace and bringing war. A nation of the seas will be greater than any other (Babylon), but will be as an apple (NY) rotten at the core and will not endure. A nation of traders will destroy men with wonders and it shall have its day. Then shall the high strive with the low, the North with the South, the East with the West, and the light with the darkness. Men shall be divided by their races and the children will be born as strangers among them. Brother shall strive with brother and husband with wife. Fathers will no longer instruct their sons and their sons will be wayward. Women will become the common property of men and will no longer be held in regard and respect. Then men will be ill at ease in their hearts, they will seek they know not what, and uncertainty and doubt will trouble them. They will possess great riches but be poor in spirit. Then will the Heavens tremble and the Earth move, men will quake in fear and while terror walks with them the Heralds of Doom will appear. They will come softly, as thieves to the tombs, men will not know them for what they are (Demons), men will be deceived, the hour of The Destroyer is at hand. In those days men will have the Great Book before them, wisdom will be revealed, the few will be gathered for the stand (Rapture), it is the hour of trial. The dauntless ones will survive, the stout-hearted will not go down to destruction. Great God of All Ages, alike to all, who sets the trials of man, be merciful to our children in the Days of Doom. Man must suffer to be great, but hasten not his progress unduly. In the great winnowing, be not too harsh on the lesser ones among men. Even the son of a thief has become Your scribe.

CHAPTER 4 The Destroyer - PART 2 FROM THE GREAT SCROLL

O Sentinels of the Universe who watch for The Destroyer, how long will your vigil last? O mortal men who wait without understanding, where will you hide yourselves in the Dread Days of Doom, when the Heavens shall be torn apart and the skies rent in twain, in the days when children will turn grey-headed? This is the thing which will be seen, this is the terror your eyes will behold, this is the form of destruction that will rush upon you: There will be the great body of fire, the glowing head with many mouths (Rev 12:3) and eyes ever changing. Terrible teeth will be seen in formless mouths and a fearful dark belly will glow redly from fires inside. Even the most stout-hearted man will tremble and his bowels be loosened, for this is not a thing understandable to men. It will be a vast sky-spanning form enwrapping Earth, burning with many hues within wide open mouths. These will descend to sweep across the face of the land, engulfing all in the yawning jaws. The greatest warriors will charge against it in vain. The fangs will fall out, and lo, they are terror-inspiring things of cold hardened water. Great boulders will be hurled down upon men, crushing them into red powder. As the great salt waters rise up in its train and roaring torrents pour towards the land, even the heroes among mortal men will be overcome with madness. As moths fly swiftly to their doom in the burning flame, so will these men rush to their own destruction. The flames going before will devour all the works of men, the waters following will sweep away whatever remains. The dew of death will fall softly, as grey carpet over the cleared land (Volcanic Ash). Men will cry out in their madness, “O whatever Being there is, save us from this tall form of terror, save us from the grey dew of death.”
CHAPTER 5 The Destroyer - PART 3 FROM THE SCROLL OF ADEPHA

The Doomsphere, called The Destroyer, in Egypt, was seen in all the lands whereabouts. In colour it was bright and fiery, in appearance changing and unstable. It twisted about itself like a coil, like water bubbling into a pool from an underground supply, and all men agree it was a most fearsome sight. It was not a great comet or a loosened star, being more like a fiery body of flame. Its movements on high were slow, below it swirled in the manner of smoke and it remained close to the sun whose face it hid. There was a bloody redness about it, which changed as it passed along its course. It caused death and destruction in its rising and setting. It swept the Earth with grey cinder rain and caused many plagues, hunger and other evils. It bit the skin of men and beast until they became mottled with sores. The Earth was troubled and shook, the hills and mountains moved and rocked. The dark smoke-filled Heavens bowed over Earth and a great howl came to the ears of men, borne to them upon the wings of the wind. It was the cry of the Dark Lord, the Master of Dread. Thick clouds of fiery smoke passed before him and there was an awful hail of hot stones and coals of fire. The Doomsphere thundered sharply in the Heavens and shot out bright lightnings. The channels of water were turned back unto themselves when the land tilted, and great trees were tossed about and snapped like twigs. Then a voice like ten thousand trumpets was heard over the wilderness, and before its burning breath the flames parted. The whole of the land moved and mountains melted. The sky itself roared like ten thousand lions in agony, and bright arrows of blood sped back and forth across its face. Earth swelled up like bread upon the hearth. This was the aspect of the Doomsphere called The Destroyer, when it appeared in days long gone by, in olden times. It is thus described in the old records, few of which remain. It is said that when it appears in the Heavens above, Earth splits open from the heat, like a nut roasted before the fire. Then flames shoot up through the surface and leap about like fiery fiends upon black blood. The moisture inside the land is all dried up, the pastures and cultivated places are consumed in flames and they and all trees become white ashes. The Doomsphere is like a circling ball of flame which scatters small fiery offspring in its train. It covers about a fifth part of the sky and sends withying snake-like fingers down to Earth. Before it the sky appears frightened, and it breaks up and scatters away. Midday is no brighter than night. It spawns a host of terrible things. These are things said of The Destroyer in the old records, read them with a solemn heart, knowing that the Doomsphere has its appointed time and will return. It would be foolish to let them go unheeded. Now men say, “Such things are not destined for our days”. May the Great God above grant that this be so. But come, the day surely will, and in accordance with his nature man will be unprepared.

The Third Testament account of the destruction falling on the earth P461 (Sixth seal until the end)

56... volcanoes shall arise, fire shall surge from the earth to exterminate the evil seed. The winds shall be unleashed, the earth shall tremble, and the waters shall sweep over regions and nations... 58. Many calamities will come upon mankind; within Nature there will be disturbances, the elements will be unleashed. Fire will devastate regions, the waters of the rivers will leave their course, the seas will undergo changes. 59. There will be regions which will be buried under the waters, and new lands will appear. Many creatures will lose their lives, and even those beings inferior to man will perish. (11, 77) 60. The elements await only the hour to unleash themselves upon the world to cleanse and purify the earth. The more sinful and proud a nation, the harsher shall be My judgment of it. 61. The heart of this humanity is hard and deaf. It will be necessary for the cup of bitterness to reach it before it will be able to hear the voice of conscience, the voice of the law, and Divine justice; all will be for the salvation and eternal life of the spirits, which are whom I seek. (138, 78 - 79) 62. That flood that cleansed the earth of the human impurities, and the fire that descended upon Sodom you know them as legends; however, in this Era you will also contemplate how humanity will be touched as the earth trembles by the force of the air, the water and the fire; however, I shall again send you an arc, which is My Law, so that those who penetrate in it may be saved. 63. Not all of those who on that hour of trial will say: Father, Father!!! will love me, but rather those who always practice My love for their fellowman, those shall be saved. (57, 61 - 62) 64. A new flood will become unleashed that will cleanse the earth of human perversity. It will topple the false gods from their altars, destroy stone by stone the foundation of arrogance and iniquity and will erase every false doctrine and every absurd philosophy. 65. Yet this new deluge shall not be, as was that of the earlier era, of water, for now the hand of man has loosed all the elements, both seen and unseen, against himself. He dictates his own sentence, He punishes himself, and He does justice. (65, 31) 66. The elements shall cry out for justice, and upon unleashing themselves they will cause portions of the earth to disappear, becoming seas, and seas to vanish where land arises. 67. Volcanoes will erupt to announce the time of judgment, and all Nature will be agitated and moved. Three - quarters of the surface of the earth shall disappear, and one quarter only shall remain as a refuge for those that survive the chaos. You shall see the fulfillment of many prophecies. (238, 24) 70. Do not be confused, because before the closing of the Sixth Seal, great things shall happen, the heavenly bodies shall show great signs, the nations of the earth shall lament, and of this planet three quarters shall disappear and one quarter only will remain in which the seed of the Holy Spirit shall grow as new life. 71. Humanity will begin a new existence united by one single doctrine, one single language, and one single bond of peace and brotherhood. (250, 53)... 79. Soon a time shall begin in which there will be great happenings for the world. The earth will tremble and the sun shall cause glowing rays to burn its surface. The continents, from one end to another, shall be touched by the pain, every corner of the earth will suffer the purification, and no creature shall escape the hardship and atonement. 80. After this great chaos, the nations will recover calmness, and the elements will quiet. After the stormy night of the world, the rainbow of peace shall appear, all will return to their laws, their order, and their harmony. 81. Again you will see the clean skies, and the fertile fields, the waters in their currents shall regain their purity, and the sea shall be gentle; there shall be fruit on the trees, flowers on the prairies, and abundant harvests.

Nibiru / Planet X system of planets

By this point Nibiru will be well and truly in place and when ancient texts are used to understand its impact they line up very well with the trumpet judgments. The Kolbrin Bible contains many ancient texts including Egyptian Christian texts that describe the passing of Nibiru during the great exodus, including a historical account of the crossing of the red sea which is amazing. Given how long the planetary system has taken to get to us it will not pass by quickly either, and is very likely to affect the earth for the whole tribulation period and cause the early trumpet judgments. It has also been stated in a single prophecy from a trusted source that wormwood will come from the Nibiru planetary system which provides further confirmation.
Sea Struck. A great mountain burning with fire was thrown into the sea.

---

Seas becomes red

a third of the sea became blood. 9 And a third of the living creatures in the sea died, and a third of the ships were destroyed.

The, redness may come from iron oxide in the ground and may lead to "blood rain". Africa for example has red soil due to oxidation. However, acidic rain leaking may well be the primary cause. The mountain maybe a huge cone volcano exploding like the one south of Japan. Expect huge 600mph tsunamis on a regular basis. A loss of ozone maybe the primary killer of the fish as UV levels increase.

---

Asteroid Strike

I have seen two prophecies that describes a huge asteroid hitting the Atlantic ocean with a resultant earthquake also. Hundreds of tsunami's are created by this event in all directions.

---

Marshall Law Intensifies

A great Christian persecution gains momentum as marshal law gets a stronger grip and Islamic Noahide type laws get established

---

The Waters Struck. a great star called WORMWOOD fell from heaven (Chernobyl = Wormwood = Nuclear Radiation Poisoning)

---

Star falls

And a great star fell from heaven, burning like a torch, and it fell on a third of the rivers and on the springs of water. 11 The name of the star is Wormwood. A third of the waters became wormwood, and many men died from the water, because it was made bitter. (This comet comes from the Nibiru system of planets heading our way)

(Learn how to filter radiated water with natural materials found outside and buy potassium iodine pills or powder which is cheaper)

---

Meteor / Comet Strike

The comet will strike diagonally across Europe from the SE to the NW landing around N England / Ireland at a low altitude ending up in the Sea. It's low trajectory will devastate much of Europe due to its heat as it passes over. On a side note NASA plans to intercept an Asteroid in 2021

---

Bitter water / Poison

The effect of the comet, nuclear war and volcanoes will have already made the water more acidic due to the sulphur and poisonous. Given the active NASA program to intercept asteroids with nuclear strength, this maybe the reason for the further radiation of water if the asteroid is struck in an attempt to stop it. However, NASA (part of the NWO) could just as easily have used a nuke to push the asteroid in our direction. Additionally more and more nuclear power plants will go offline creating mayhem, plus the fall out from the nuclear strikes of WW3 will create a very toxic environment. You may want to buy potassium iodine tablets or the powder which is much cheaper. There may also be a plan to poison the water with biological agents to kill of the masses by the illuminati who want to kill 66%-90% of the population based on a range of sources. Bio agents may have already been released into the US deer population as this is a rich food source for many they want to stop.

---

Purifying water

You can buy a portable water filter than basically lasts forever because it needs to be flushed clean like the Sawyer brand. Others that use charcoal have a limited lifespan but are still good if that’s all you have. However, you can also filter water outdoors by building a filter system using different layers of organic material, stones and charcoal and then boiling. These are also pretty good for removing radiated particles. I recommend watching a few hours of basic survival skill videos and getting a manual you can at least leave behind for those not raptured. The more you know the less you have to carry and the better prepared you will be if the Lord tells you to bug out. Prepare now while you can.

---

The great tribulation begins: The heavens struck. satan kicked out of heaven with his angels & Rapture

satan and his angels thrown out of the second heaven

a third of the sun was struck, a third of the moon, and a third of the stars, so that a third of them were darkened. A third of the day did not shine, and likewise the night.

By this point the third temple has been built using the red heifer to sanctify it. I imagine the rebuild starts after the worst of the disasters and wars have subsided. The temple only needs about 2 years to be built according to some sources as much has already been prepared in advance.

---

Rapture (2/3) Wheat Harvest of the wedding guests Matthew 24:30

( includes 144k harvest workers who have done their job)

Then the sign of the Son of Man will appear in heaven, and then all the tribes of the earth will mourn, and they will see the Son of Man coming on the clouds of heaven with power and great glory. And He will send His angels with a great sound of a trumpet, and they will gather together His elect
Some accounts talk about the short greys, tall blue eyed human like whites and the strong reptilians as 3 alien races of aliens. The accounts of aliens on earth are now being released by governments around the world so that when the illusion happens it is more likely to be believed. The midget race of these demons is described in the Kolbrin Bible.

Organised by the pope a year in advance with the world’s VIPs some of whom were hybrids / clones. The aliens are introduced as super advanced beings able to destroy the earth if they had wanted too, but instead they want to save us from destroying ourselves (i.e. WW3). They may have also defeated another alien race who wanted to do us harm. At this time, there is not enough drinkable water and there are virus pandemics also going on. The aliens say they will help and brought gifts such as a tree that lives a 1000 years on virtually no water. The aliens want to interbreed (just as before) and they also wanted to be involved in the decision on who would be the world leader. Everybody agreed that Jesus was the kind of person they wanted, and that there was one person who was a descendant of Jesus’s line which links in with the Queen of England genetic line and the Turin Shroud used as DNA proof. The motto was “choice is good but world peace is better” and this was used to unify the world under one flag which embedded 3 6’s in its design. After a week of events, the world leader accidentally offended the alien galactic leader which started a fight, after which the new world leader was killed from a head wound inflicted by a sword (Rev 13:3). At this point, 3 days of intense natural disasters happen whilst the rapture occurred, used to cover up the event. Meanwhile the camera which stayed on the world leader showed that he came back to life as this was pre prepared in view of prophecy. This could easily be achieved by killing a clone of prince Harry the chosen world leader. N.B Clones can be grown in tanks but they share a consciousness with the original human that God gave life to. Satan cannot create life!

Mark of the Beast Mandatory

Abomination of desolation

Satan Posses the AC Body

The Clay and Iron

Fake Resurrection Deception

Exchange of Seed

Daniel 2:42: As you saw iron mixed with ceramic clay, they will mingle with the seed of men; but they will not adhere to one another, just as iron does not mix with clay. 44 And in the days of these kings the God of heaven will set up a kingdom which shall never be destroyed

And I saw one of his heads as if it had been mortally wounded, and his deadly wound was healed. And all the world marvelled and followed the beast. So they worshipped the dragon who gave authority to the beast; and they worshipped the beast, saying, “Who is like the beast? Who is able to make war with him?

“Woe to the worthless shepherd (aka LEADER), Who leaves the flock! A sword shall be against his arm And against his right eye; His arm shall completely wither, And his right eye shall be totally blinded.”

36 And he shall do according to his will, and the king shall exalt and magnify himself against every god, and shall speak great swelling words, and shall prosper until the indignation shall be accomplished; for it is coming to an end. 37 And he shall not regard any gods of his fathers, nor the desire of women, neither shall he regard any deity: for he shall magnify himself above all.

The AC comes back to life after 3 days and declares he was once a man, but now he is God and will declare himself God in Jerusalem the next day. He says he will banish war and introduce peace by way of the guillotine. Anyone caught committing a crime or refusing the mark of the beast (now mandatory) will be put to death immediately without trial. People of the world will support this and the system is rolled out across the world which is when the barbarism begins.

Antiochus 4th / Maccabees

Revolt, abomination of desolation

It is important to understand how history repeats itself and that there is nothing new under the sun and the AOD will be repeated. Additionally there was a Blood Moon Tetrad between 168 and 166 BC as was also the case around 70 AD when the temple was finally destroyed. Here is a summary of the key facts that reflect what is to come based on a study of Maccabees.

175 BC) Antiochus reigned for 9 years after taking advantage of the assassination of Seleucus and ousting his killer Heliodorus and killing his infant brother then declaring himself god manifest and a living god. He was also called a mad man due to his extreme behaviours.

171 BC) Menelaus is made High Priest in Jerusalem by Antiochus who had outbid his predecessor Jason (also a hellenizer put in place in 173 BC) for the position effectively buying his way into the position. His first act was to seize the sacred vessels in the Temple stores in order to pay his debts. He was also involved in the assassination of Onias (a previous high priest) who publicly accused him of robbing the temple.

170 BC) Antiochus launched a pre-emptive strike against Egypt, conquering all but Alexandria and capturing King Ptolemy who he makes a puppet king to avoid alarming Rome.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Event</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Horsemen running in the air  
2 Maccabees 5:1-4                                                        | late 170 - spring 169 BC) 1 About the same time Antiochus prepared his second voyage into Egypt: 2 And then it happened, that through all the city, for the space almost of forty days, there were seen horsemen running in the air, in cloth of gold, and armed with lances, like a band of soldiers. 3 And troops of horsemen in array, encountering and running one another against, with shaking of shields, and multitude of pikes, and drawing of swords, and casting of darts, and glittering of golden ornaments, and harness of all sorts. 4 Wherefore every man prayed that that apparition might turn to good. |
| Temple robbed, earthquake and people sold & killed in equal measure (this will happen again) | 169 BC) Antiochus returns from Egypt to plunder the temple treasury. "23 He made off with the silver and gold and precious vessels; he discovered the secret treasures and seized them. 24 and, removing all these, he went back to his own country, having shed much blood and uttered words of extreme arrogance. 28 The earth quaked because of its inhabitants and the whole House of Jacob was clothed with shame.”. 40,000 were slain and another 40,000 sold into slavery |
| A line in the sand                                                      | 168 BC) Antiochus led a second attack on Alexandria, but is blocked by an elderly Roman ambassador who forced him to withdraw his army. He drew a line around him in the sand and forced him to either go to war with Rome or withdraw as Israel had a peace treaty with Rome in place before he stepped over the line. Antiochus withdrew with his army in a rage. |
| Jerusalem taken by deception                                           | 167 / 168 BC) Antiochus enters Jerusalem with 22,000 soldiers amicably on a Sabbath (he spoke peaceable words); then suddenly turning upon the defenceless city, he murdered many, plundered, and burnt through its length and breadth. The men were butchered, women and children sold into slavery with the walls and numerous houses torn down. A royal decree proclaimed the abolition of the Jewish mode of worship. Sabbaths and festivals were not to be observed; the sacred books were to be surrendered and the Jews were compelled to offer sacrifices to the idols that had been erected. Failure to comply meant death often by horrific torture methods described in detail in Maccabees. The officer, Apollonius (name means destroying which is the same as Apollyon the Destroyer in Revelation 9:11), was sent through the country with an armed troop, commissioned to slay and destroy. He was later slain in battle by Judas Maccabeus |
| Abomination of Desolation (AoD)                                       | Dan. 11:31, 12:11 (Mid Point) 167 BC) Antiochus ordered an altar to Zeus (himself) erected in the Temple and for pigs to be sacrificed at the altar of the temple. On Chislev 25 (16th December 167 BC) the "abomination of desolation" was set up on the altar of burnt offering in the Temple, and the Jews required to make obeisance to it or die. |
| Maccabean revolt starts                                               | Mark 13:14 Run to the mountains 167 BC) Among the resistance was the priest Mattathias, who fled Jerusalem to the mountains with his sons. Others joined them, and they began raids removing pagan altars. When Mattathias neared death, he appointed his son Judas Maccabeus as the rebel captain, whose power and influence grew as he won more battles against pagan enemies. Judas’ men fasted and believed God would defeat the armies of Antiochus sent against them, and God aided their righteous efforts, so that in under 3 years the brave warriors of Israel prevailed. The revolt wins main battles against well organised and equipped armies of much larger size |
| Hanukkah (Modern day prophets have been told to keep this feast)       | 164 BC) Exactly three years to the day after the initial desecration, on Chislev 25 (16th December 164 BC). They cleaned and rededicated the temple to Yahweh (1 Macc 4:52-58). This event is remembered annually in the Jewish Feast of Dedication (John 10:22, 1 Macc 4:59), which in Hebrew is called “Hanukkah”. |
| Antiochus problems grow                                               | 164 BC) Antiochus desperate for money to pay the Romans tribute decided to plunder Artemis in Elymais in Persia, but the citizens knew of his approach, and were able to defend their city. In disappointment, he retreated to Babylon where he heard of the successes of the Maccabean revolt, and their tearing down of the abomination in the temple who took to his bed sick insane with disappointment. In his dying days he regretted the wrong he did in Jerusalem, realising that his death had been caused by the miseries he had brought on the people of Jerusalem (1 Macc 6:12, Jos Ant 12:9:1). |
| Antiochus Dies                                                        | Virtual end point of 7 year period 164 BC) "But the all-seeing Lord, the God of Israel, struck him with an incurable and invisible blow. As soon as he stopped speaking he was seized with a pain in his bowels, for which there was no relief, and with sharp internal tortures and that very unjustly, for he had tortured the bowels of others with many and strange inflictions. Yet he did not in any way stop his insolence, but was even more filled with arrogance, breathing fire in his rage against the Jews, and giving orders to drive even faster. And so it came about that he fell out of his chariot as it was rushing along, and the fall was so hard as to torture every limb of his body. Thus he who only a little while before had thought in his superhuman arrogance that he could command the waves of the sea, and had imagined that he could weigh the high mountains in a balance, was brought down to earth and carried in a litter, making the power of God manifest to all." 2 Maccabees 9:5-9 |
As can be seen above, there is much that reflects the tribulation period especially when you consider the blood moons and solar eclipses, earthquake and other events that might be discovered with an exhaustive study. What surprised me the most were the horsemen running in the air verses Maccabees is therefore a good source of information to help us understand what will happen during the tribulation period as a prototype or type and shadow of what is to come. No wonder this book used to be cannon. The nearest peace treaty that I could find was the Treaty of Apamea of 189 BC which was designed to last 12 years (175 BC) and is the reason Antiochus experience Roman culture as he was a hostage.

Israel ESCAPES
Mt 24:16,
Rev 12:13-16
Therefore when you see the 'abomination of desolation,' spoken of by Daniel the prophet, standing in the holy place” (whoever reads, let him understand), “then let those who are in Judea flee to the mountains. Let him who is on the housetop not go down to take anything out of his house. But the woman was given two wings of a great eagle, that she might fly into the wilderness to her place, where she is nourished for a time and times and half a time (This maybe Petra). Israel who rejected Yahushua will stay until the end to be God's witness.

During the harvest rapture
3 days of natural disasters
Deception

satan causes tremendous disasters to cover up the rapture....Avalanches, planes fall, blizzards, cyclones, droughts, earthquakes, epidemics, extreme heat, extreme cold, floods, hail storms, ice storms, landslides, impacts from space, sink holes, solar flares, tornadoes, tsunamis, volcanoes, wildfires. Everything changes after this for those are left behind who have not yet taken the mark. Please do not let this be you! Repentance and forgiving those who did you wrong maybe the number 1 reason people are not raptured.

World Wide Interment Camps
Executions
Mass Brutality

A holographic image of the AC is projected in every city with those who refuse to worship him immediately beheaded. Today there are reports of the US buying million of bulk coffin box's, RFID implants with a model number that adds up to 666, guillotines and 9 incinerators per FEMA camp. Those who refuse the mark of the beast will be taken by the Lord the moment before death is about to fall! They will not feel the death blow.

Rev 11 Two witnesses show up
And I will give power to my two witnesses, and they will prophesy one thousand two hundred and sixty days, clothed in sackcloth.” (Elijah, plus Enoch or Moses) he said, "Go your way, Daniel, for the words are closed up and sealed till the time of the end. Many shall be purified, made white, and refined, but the wicked shall do wickedly; and none of the wicked shall understand, but the wise shall understand.

Daily Sacrifice Ends
Daniel 12:9-12

"And from the time that the daily sacrifice is taken away, and the abomination of desolation is set up, there shall be one thousand two hundred and ninety days. Blessed is he who waits, and comes to the one thousand three hundred and thirty-five days.

Holy Spirit leaves the earth

Only a few pockets of people will get heavenly support during this time and be provided with a last chance sanctuary. These sanctuaries are being prepared now.

Rev 9: Trumpet 5
2023-2025 estimate

The Heavens Struck - Demons from the Bottomless Pit

To him was given the key to the bottomless pit. And he opened the bottomless pit, and smoke arose out of the pit like the smoke of a great furnace. So the sun and the air were darkened because of the smoke of the pit. Then out of the smoke locusts (Demons) came upon the earth. And to them was given power, as the scorpions of the earth have power. They were commanded not to harm the grass of the earth, or any green thing, or any tree, but only those men who do not have the seal of God on their foreheads. And they were not given authority to kill them, but to torment them for five months. Their torment was like the torment of a scorpion when it strikes a man. In those days men will seek death and will not find it; they will desire to die, and death will flee from them.

Zombie Like
Isaiah 34:14

There are many dreams about this period with those who take the mark of the beast almost becoming like zombies once they take the RFID chip with the DNA of the Nephilim embedded. These people lose their connection to God and immediately become part of satan’s army and turn on any believer even if they are part of their own close family and will betray them. There are also many reports of cannibalism as food becomes incredibly scarce.
The Angels from the Euphrates: two hundred million demons / Nephilim released to kill 33% of humans left behind

One third of mankind are killed

I saw the horses in the vision: those who sat on them had breastplates of fiery red, hyacinth blue, and sulphur yellow; and the heads of the horses were like the heads of lions; and out of their mouths came fire, smoke, and brimstone. By these three plagues a third of mankind was killed—by the fire and the smoke and the brimstone which came out of their mouths. For their power is in their mouth and in their tails; for their tails are like serpents, having heads; and with them they do harm.

Remainder do not repent

But the rest of mankind, who were not killed by these plagues, did not repent of the works of their hands, that they should not worship demons, and idols of gold, silver, brass, stone, and wood, which can neither see nor hear nor walk. And they did not repent of their murders or their sorceries or their sexual immorality or their thefts.

The Hunted

People will be hunted down from there hiding places and the night time will become very dangerous. Food will be very scarce and people will be killed just for their meat. When fighting ancient demons you must use the Hebrew Yahushua rather than Jesus and they don't know the English name. People will cut open sofa's to sleep and hide in them, houses will be raided for canned food, woods will be searched by drones, bows & arrows and spears will be made for self defence, and more scenes you will have seen in movies like Hunger Games.....

Jerusalem captured

For I will gather all the nations to battle against Jerusalem; The city shall be taken, The houses rifled, And the women ravished. Half of the city shall go into captivity, But the remnant of the people shall not be cut off from the city.

Zech 14:2

the beast that ascends out of the bottomless pit will make war against them, overcome them, and kill them .... after the three-and-a-half days the breath of life from God entered them, and they stood on their feet, and great fear fell on those who saw them. And they heard a loud voice from heaven saying to them, “Come up here.” And they ascended to heaven in a cloud, and their enemies saw them.

In the same hour there was a great earthquake, and a tenth of the city fell. In the earthquake seven thousand people were killed

Rev 11: Trumpet 7

Est. Purim March 2027

The Kingdom Proclaimed. Purim is a time of great Joy from the story of Ester

Rapture (3/3)

For the Lord himself will come down from heaven and the dead in Christ will rise first. After that, we who are still alive and are left will be caught up in the clouds to meet the Lord in the air.

1 Thes 4:16

And in that day His feet will stand on the Mount of Olives, Which faces Jerusalem on the east. And the Mount of Olives shall be split in two, From east to west,

Zechariah 14:4

Then the temple of God was opened in heaven, and the ark of His covenant was seen in His temple. And there were lightning's, noises, thundering's, an earthquake, and great hail.

Rev 11:19

Rev 16 Seven Bowls

Est. Passover April 2027

Loathsome Sores, The Sea Turns to Blood, Waters Turn to Blood Men Are Scorched (IS30:26), Darkness and Pain, Euphrates Dried Up (These bowls are a close repeat of the trumpets but more severe)

No Escape

All those left are destined for the lake of fire. All the plagues which are poured out quickly and is in the same time frame as the plagues of Egypt.

The marriage of the bride in heaven. The lords ministry was 3 years long so it started and ended on Passover. His first miracle was at the Wedding at Cana when he turned water (=people) into WINE !! The bowls and the wedding may last 40 days according to the Lord's ministry after he rose from the dead.

Marriage of the Lamb

On the third day there was a wedding in Cana of Galilee, and the mother of Jesus was there. Now both Jesus and His disciples were invited to the wedding. 3 And when they ran out of wine, the mother of Jesus said to Him, “They have no wine.” Jesus said to her, “Woman, what does your concern have to do with Me? My hour has not yet come.” +

John 2:1

Acts 1:3

Judges 5:19

Judges The kings came and fought; Then fought the kings of Canaan At Tanakh near the waters of Megiddo; They took no plunder in silver.

He presented Himself alive after His suffering by many infallible proofs, being seen by them during forty days and speaking of the things pertaining to the kingdom

Mount Rainier (US)

Volcano explodes sending huge boulders into the sky
Shavuot commemorates the anniversary of the day God gave the Torah to the entire Israelite nation assembled at Mount Sinai. 

Yahushua destroys satan’s army

2 Thessalonians 2:8
Rev 19:13
Revelation 19:15
Hebrews 4:12

If the Ark of the Covenant is used then this fits perfectly as the ark holds the 10 commandments and it is the law.

And then the lawless one will be revealed, whom the Lord will consume with the breath of His mouth (WORD) and destroy with the brightness of His coming.

He was clothed with a robe dipped in blood, and His name is called The Word of God.

out of His mouth goes a sharp sword, that with it He should strike the nations (WORD)

For the word of God is living and powerful, and sharper than any two-edged sword

The ark has been discovered and will be used at a pivotal moment such as now as Jerusalem and the two witnesses would not have been defeated if they had the ark.

If the Ark of the Covenant is used then this fits perfectly as the ark holds the 10 commandments and it is the law.

The ark has been discovered and will be used at a pivotal moment such as now as Jerusalem and the two witnesses would not have been defeated if they had the ark.

Testimonies confirm Ron Wyatt’s account of finding the Ark.

Victory

Victory is Quick and the AC and FP / pope are thrown in the Lake of Fire and satan is thrown in Jail for a 100 years

Millennium Reign

Heaven descends

Not everybody gets to live in the city. Those who did not take the mark and survived to the end must visit Jerusalem on the feast of tabernacles each year or punishments will fall on them like the withholding of rain. The bride will make up the kings, priests and judges and with their transformed bodies they will be able to transition between heaven and earth.

The Earth as Promised Land and Reflection of the Kingdom of Heaven

22. This world, profaned by sin, stained by crimes, and marred by greed and hatred, must recover its purity. Human life, which has been a ceaseless struggle between good and evil, shall be the home of the children of God, a home of peace, brotherhood, understanding, and noble yearnings; however, to reach that ideal, it is necessary for men to pass through trials that awaken them from their spiritual lethargy. (169, 14) 23. I shall not raise a new world upon sin, hatred and vice; I will raise it upon a firm foundation of regeneration, experience and repentance; I will transform it all through you. Light will emanate from the very darkness, and from death I will make life pour out. 24. If men have blemished and polluted the earth, tomorrow with their deeds they shall dignify this mansion, the one that will be regarded as a Promised Land, so as to enter it and carry out noble missions. Who will then doubt the conversion of the world? (82, 44 - 45) 25. I am building a temple of the Holy Spirit, and when it has been constructed, the gathering places, temples, and sanctuaries will have ceased to exist, or will have lost their reason for existing, as will their symbols, rites, and traditions. That will be when you feel My presence and My greatness, you shall recognize that your temple is the universe, and as forms of worship, the love of your fellow men. 26. From the bosom of mother nature new lights shall spring forth, which will transform your science into a road of bonanzas, for it shall be channelled by the conscience, which is the voice of God. 27. The brain shall no longer be the master of the world, but will collaborate with the spirit, which will guide and enlighten it. (126, 35 - 36) 28. When the world reaches its new liberation, and guided by the light of Elijah comes into that good and just life, you will have here on the earth a reflection of the spiritual life that awaits you beyond this life in which you will enjoy eternally the peace and the light of your Father. 29. Yet, if you ask how all the nations of the world can come to unite in one single people like those of the tribes that made up the people of Israel, I will tell you: Do not fear, for once carried into the desert, the trials themselves will unite them, and when that comes to pass, a new manna shall fall from the heavens to each of the needy hearts. (160, 39) 30. Just as the people of Israel shared out the Promised Land, so too shall humanity share the earth. That will happen when the time is right, after the purification. As it is My will that sharing out, in it there shall be justice and fairness, so that all men may work together in one single work. (154, 49) ... 40. Yet, at the end of time, when man has travelled all the road, and has plucked the last fruit from the tree, He shall recognize the pettiness of his works which before seemed to him so grand, and He shall understand and feel the spiritual life, and through it, admire as never before the work of the Creator. For inspiration He shall receive the great revelations, and his life shall be a return to simplicity, to naturalness, and to spirituality. There is time before that day arrives, and yet all My children shall see it. (111, 12 - 14)

The Third Testament

Armageddon 2

satan thrown in the lake of fire and we WIN !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Gog Magog 2

Gog = Prince, Magog = kingdom

Revelation 21:1

Satan is given one last chance to wage war which is needed to eliminate any last elements of evil from those survived without taking the mark of the beast but did not accept God.

Then I saw a new heaven and a new earth; for the first heaven and the first earth passed away, and there is no longer any sea.
62. I have not delivered My word to you to have you preach it in the streets and parks. It is true that Jesus did so, but He knew how to answer any question and put to the test those who tried to test him. 63. You are small and weak, therefore you should not challenge the wrath of your brothers. Do not try to attract attention. Believe that you have nothing in particular. Neither try to show humanity that everyone is wrong and only you know the truth, for in that way you will gain nothing good from your sowing. 64. If you want to evolve spiritually and morally, do not judge the defects of your brothers. In order not to fall into the same error, correct your imperfections. Pray humbly before your Master so that you might inspire yourselves in his humility, and remember his advice that you never publicize your good works, that your left hand never become aware of what the right might have done. 65. I also say unto you, it is not necessary that you go out in search of multitudes to tell them about My doctrine, for My charity will place in your path those who are in need of your help. 66. But if there are moments while fulfilling My law in which you might feel the need to do a charitable act, and you have no one in need around you, do not on that account despair nor doubt My word. That will be the precise moment in which you should pray for your absent brothers, those who will receive My Charity if you truly have faith. 67. Do not strive to know more than your brothers. Know that all of you acquire knowledge according to your evolution. If I were to grant you My light without you have achieved merits, you would glorify yourselves and become lost in your vanity and your knowledge would be false. 68. I want you humble, but in order to be humble before Me, you should also manifest humility before your fellow men. 69. Disciples, love and knowledge are never separated. One is part of the other. How can there be those who presume to separate these two virtues? Both are keys which open the doors of the sanctuary which will allow you to fully understand My doctrine.
Yellowstone Eruption Impact: 10,000 km², 25 mile high ash cloud. Everything within 100 mile radius destroyed. Global temperatures reduced by up to 20°C, 1,000 miles away, up to 10 ft thick ash. Two thirds of the USA will be uninhabitable, 87,000 could be killed. 1 in 3 people die. The UK would receive the ash cloud 5 days after the eruption. Economies collapse. Global climates would change, crops would fail and many people would die.

The greatest danger would be within 1,000 km of the blast where 90% die. Inhaled ash (tiny unremovable scorching particles) forms a cement in human lungs and is the biggest killer. Sulphur gas released into the upper atmosphere as acid, rapidly spread around the globe. I pray this doesn't happen and God shows mercy and reduces the impact.
If all the ice melted then sea level would rise 216 feet or 66m. The US military have advised 400 feet areas are at risk. A pole shift may increase sea level even further.

Yellowstone Eruption Impact:
- 10,000km², 25 mile high ash cloud, Everything within 100 mile radius destroyed
- Global temperatures reduced by up to 20°C, 1,000 miles away, up to 10ft thick ash
- Two thirds of the USA will be uninhabitable, 87,000 could be killed, 1 in 3 people die. The UK would receive the ash cloud 5 days after the eruption,
- Economies collapse
- Global climates would change, crops would fail and many people would die.

The greatest danger would be within 1,000 km of the blast where 90% die

Inhaled ash (tiny unremovable scorching particles) forms a cement in human lungs and is the biggest killer

Sulphur gas released into the upper atmosphere as acid, rapidly spread around the globe.

I pray this doesn’t happen and God shows mercy and reduces the impact.

Likely location of US Split

200m sea level rise based on land altitude
Avoid the coast lines and seek high ground
Creatures Definitions

N.B. Nothing could have prepared me for some aspects of what I will share with you now. However, these vile realities must be shared as the truth needs no defender so here is a summary. Please don't throw the baby out with the bath water and keep an open mind, so much is done in secret! At the very least please keep an offline copy of this document as there will come a time where your eyes will bear witness to the truth and you will want to come back to this document if you were left behind. Remember the satanist illuminati / new world order are the enemy of God and control the banks, news media, intelligence services, legal services, government leaders and they finance the major wars, coups, assassinations and they have a plan spanning hundreds of years that is concluding NOW!

Watchers / Fallen Angels
Genesis 6:1
Now it came to pass, when men began to multiply on the face of the earth, and daughters were born to them, 2 that the sons of God saw the daughters of men, that they were beautiful; and they took wives for themselves of all whom they chose. If you want to know more you will need to read the book of Enoch.

Nephilim / Giants
Genesis 6:4
There were giants on the earth in those days, and also afterward, when the sons of God came in to the daughters of men and they bore children to them. Those were the mighty men who were of old, men of renown. These giants and the result of Satan's breeding experiments with animals were mostly destroyed by the flood.

Demon’s
Matthew 8:28-34
Demons who are found throughout scripture, have personalities and are quite real but they lack a body. There are many examples of deliverance where they have spoken out against their host and the person doing the deliverance. Dereck Prince for example spend 5 hours with one person in deliverance where he got a significant education from a multitude of demons he evicted.

Zombies Like Humans
Isaiah 34:14
Mankind has been cloning people, animals and there hybrids for decades in complete defiance of God with great success although they are soulless beings. They achieved this feat by using somatic nuclei merged with enucleated eggs which are zapped with electricity into life at the cell level. This embryonic cluster can then be grown in a host mum or in an artificial water tank using embryonic stem cells. There are scientific white papers on the topic that you can find that go into absolute scientific depth should you wish to look into this further. EG http://www.robertlanza.com/files/reprogramming-of-human-somatic-cells.pdf. It is claimed that clones share a single consciousness with their originating human and can their fore be used for many, many, many despicable purposes which I need not go into. Many entertainers has signed up to join the program in exchanged for the financial fame rewards. However most wish they had not. Just look for the word clone in their music videos. However, I do believe a clone maybe sacrificed when the antichrist is killed with the head wound. The number of clones in the world is stated to be less than 5%. Lastly, some created hosts are created for demons to control which they can use in different dimensions without losing form.

Human Clones
Isaiah 34:15
According to testimonies from Donald Marshall, Aug Tellez, Phil Chuppa, Matt Tod and James Casbolt. These creatures were created by satan before the flood and survived by going deep underground. They are likely to be used as part of the alien deception. The greys are 1 foot high and weak whilst the whites are taller with blue eyes. Reptilians are the strongest and around human size. None are as smart as humans but there are much smarter than animals. They have the ability to take over a human at the expense of their own life using their proboscis which enters the brain by going around the eye. Once this happens the host conscious is killed and they become what is called a drone. These people come back a shadow of their former selves and the only sign is some disfigurement to the eye. The military special forces have been told that they came from a distant planet... Update: Many more whistle blowers have come forward, some who used to work in the US Intelligence agency like William Tomkins. However this is part of a plan of controlled disclosure as the NWO needs people to believe in aliens now before the fake invasion happens. They avoid and refuse to talk about the link between the aliens and demons. They also use technology that sounds like and is named very similar to tools satan has given his demons like hand held mirrors used t watch people as satan is not omni present. Be very careful as the best lies are based on partial truths so please use the Holy Spirit to tell know what is truth.

Prayers

Romans 10:13 For “everyone who calls on the name of the Lord will be saved.”
Fight the good fight of the faith. Take hold of the eternal life to which you were called when you made your good confession in the presence of many witnesses.

Isaiah 33:2 LORD, be gracious to us; we long for you. Be our strength every morning, our salvation in time of distress.

Psalms 5:5 In the morning, LORD, you hear my voice; in the morning I lay my requests before you and wait expectantly.

**Attack - Fire of God**

Jeremiah 30:22 And ye shall be my people, and I will be your God. 23. Behold, the whirlwind of the LORD goeth forth with fury, a continuing whirlwind: it shall fall with pain upon the head of the wicked. 24. The fierce anger of the LORD shall not return, until he have done it, and until he have performed the intents of his heart.

Deuteronomy 4:24 For the LORD thy God is a consuming fire, even a jealous God.

Luke 10:19 Behold, I give unto you power to tread on serpents and scorpions, and over all the power of the enemy: and nothing shall by any means hurt you.

**Protection**

Psalm 91:2 I will say of the LORD, He is my refuge and my fortress: my God; in him will I trust. 5. Thou shalt not be afraid for the terror by night; nor for the arrow that flieth by day; 10. There shall no evil befall thee, neither shall any plague come nigh thy dwelling. 11. For he shall give his angels charge over thee, to keep thee in all thy ways. 13. Thou shalt tread upon the lion and adder: the young lion and the dragon shalt thou trample under feet. 15. He shall call upon me, and I will answer him: I will be with him in trouble; I will deliver him, and honour him.

Romans 8:31 If God be for us, who can be against us?

Isaiah 54:17 No weapon formed against you shall prosper, and every tongue which rises against you in judgment you shall condemn.

This is the heritage of the servants of the Lord, And their righteousness is from Me, Says the Lord.

Isaiah 43:2 When thou passest through the waters, I will be with thee; and through the rivers, they shall not overflow thee: when thou walkest through the fire, thou shalt not be burned; neither shall the flame kindle upon thee.

Job 1:10 Hast not thou made an hedge about him, and about his house, and about all that he hath on every side? thou hast blessed the work of his hands, and his substance is increased in the land.

Ephesians 6:11 WE Put on the whole armour of God, that We may be able to stand against the wiles of the devil. 12. For we wrestle not against flesh and blood, but against principalities, against powers, against the rulers of the darkness of this world, against spiritual wickedness in high places. 13. Wherefore take unto you the whole armour of God, that ye may be able to withstand in the evil day, and having done all, to stand. 14. Stand therefore, having your loins girt about with truth, and having on the breastplate of righteousness; 15. And your feet shod with the preparation of the gospel of peace; 16. Above all, taking the shield of faith, wherewith ye shall be able to quench all the fiery darts of the wicked. 17. And take the helmet of salvation, and the sword of the Spirit, which is the word of God: 18. This is the heritage of the servants of the Lord, And their righteousness is of me, saith the LORD.

**Exodus**

12:13. It is written that the blood shall be to us a token upon the houses where we are: and when the Lord sees the blood, he will pass over us, and the plague shall not be upon us to destroy us, when he destroyed the land of Egypt. That is evil...

Hebrews 9:14. How much more shall the blood of Christ, who through the eternal Spirit offered himself without spot to God, purge your conscience from dead works to serve the living God?

1 John 1:7 But if we walk in the light, as he is in the light, we have fellowship one with another, and the blood of Jesus Christ his Son cleanseth us from all sin.

Hebrews 10:19. Having therefore, brethren, boldness to enter into the holiest by the blood of Jesus

Revelation 12:11. And they overcame satan by the blood of the Lamb, and by the word of their testimony; and they loved not their lives unto the death.

Matthew 4:10. Then saith Jesus unto him, Get thee hence, Satan: for it is written, Thou shalt worship the Lord thy God, and him only shalt thou serve.

CONFESSION - Do you confess all you sin and ask forgiveness from the Lord God?

1 John 1:8. If we say that we have no sin, we deceive ourselves, and the truth is not in us. 9. If we confess our sins, he is faithful and just to forgive us our sins, and to cleanse us from all unrighteousness.

James 5:16. Confess your faults one to another, and pray one for another, that ye may be healed. The effectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth much. !!!

**CASTING OUT & HEALING**

Romans 14:11. For it is written, As I live, saith the Lord, every knee shall bow to me, and every tongue shall confess to God.

John 14:12. Verily, verily, I say unto you, He that believeth on me, the works that I do shall he do also; and greater works than these shall he do; because I go unto my Father. 13. And whatsoever ye shall ask in my name, that will I do, that the Father may be glorified in the Son.

1 John 4:4. Ye are of God, little children, and have overcome them: because greater is he that is in you, than he that is in the world.

Mark 16:17. And these signs shall follow them that believe; In my name shall they cast out devils; they shall speak with new tongues; 18. They shall take up serpents; and if they drink any deadly thing, it shall not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick, and they shall recover.

Matthew 18:18. Verily I say unto you, Whatsoever ye shall bind on earth shall be bound in heaven: and whatsoever ye shall loose on earth shall be loosed in heaven. 19. Again I say unto you, That if two of you shall agree on earth as touching any thing that they shall ask, it shall be done for them of my Father which is in heaven. 20. For where two or three are gathered together in my name, there am I in the midst of them.
Matthew 8: 16. It is written that they brought unto Christ many that were possessed with devils: and he cast out the spirits with his word, and healed all that were sick:

Romans 8: 26. Likewise the Spirit also helpeth our infirmities: for we know not what we should pray for as we ought: but the Spirit itself maketh intercession for us with groanings which cannot be uttered. 27. And he that searcheth the hearts knoweth what is the mind of the Spirit, because he maketh intercession for the saints according to the will of God.

2 Corinthians 10:4-5 For the weapons of our warfare are not carnal but mighty in God for pulling down strongholds, casting down arguments and every high thing that exalts itself against the knowledge of God, bringing every thought into captivity to the obedience of Christ

James 4:7 Submit yourselves, then, to God. Resist the devil, and he will flee from you.

2 Corinthians 4: 18. While we look not at the things which are seen, but at the things which are not seen: for the things which are seen are temporal; but the things which are not seen are eternal.

GENERAL HEALING
Jeremiah 17:14 Heal me, O Lord, and I will be healed; save me and I will be saved, for you are the one I praise."

Exodus 23:25 Worship the Lord your God, and his blessing will be on your food and water. I will take away sickness from among you...

Isaiah 53:4-5 He was pierced for our transgressions, he was crushed for our iniquities; the punishment that brought us peace was on him, and by his wounds we are healed.

Jeremiah 30:17 But I will restore you to health and heal your wounds,’ declares the Lord."

Isaiah 38:16-17 You restored me to health and let me live. Surely it was for my benefit that I suffered such anguish. In your love you kept me from the pit of destruction; you have put all my sins behind your back."

Jeremiah 33:6 Nevertheless, I will bring health and healing to it; I will heal my people and will let them enjoy abundant peace and security."

Proverbs 17:22 A cheerful heart is good medicine, but a crushed spirit dries up the bones."

Psalms 118:14 I shall not die, but live, and declare the works of the Lord."

Matthew 15:30 And great multitudes came unto him, having with them those that were lame, blind, dumb, maimed, and many others, and cast them down at Jesus’ feet; and he healed them

1 Peter 2: 24. Who his own self bare our sins in his own body on the tree, that we, being dead to sins, should live unto righteousness: by whose stripes ye were healed.

Mark 1: 40. And there came a leper to him, beseeching him, and kneeling down to him, and saying unto him, if thou wilt, thou canst make me clean. 41. And Jesus, moved with compassion, put forth his hand, and touched him, and saith

Mark 1: 34. And he healed many that were sick of divers diseases, and cast out many devils; and suffered not the devils to speak, because they knew him.

PERSON DYING
Psalms 118: 14. The Lord is my strength and song, and is become my salvation. 15. The voice of rejoicing and salvation is in the tabernacles of the righteous: the right hand of the Lord doeth valiantly. 16. The right hand of the Lord is exalted: the right hand of the Lord doeth valiantly. 17. I shall not die, but live, and declare the works of the Lord. 18. The Lord hath chastened me sore: but he hath not given me over unto death. 19. Open to me the gates of righteousness: I will go into them, and I will praise the Lord:

WORD OF GOD
Hebrews 4: 12. For the word of God is quick, and powerful, and sharper than any twoedged sword, piercing even to the dividing asunder of soul and spirit, and of the joints and marrow, and is a discerner of the thoughts and intents of the heart. 13. Neither is there any creature that is not manifest in his sight: but all things are naked and opened unto the eyes of him with whom we have to do.

Isaiah 55: 10. For as the rain cometh down, and the snow from heaven, and returneth not thither, but watereth the earth, and maketh it bring forth and bud, that it may give seed to the sower, and bread to the eater: 11. So shall my word be that goeth forth out of my mouth: it shall not return unto me void, but it shall accomplish that which I please, and it shall prosper in the thing whereto I sent it.

Luke 4: 4. And Jesus answered him, saying, It is written, That man shall not live by bread alone, but by every word of God.

Acts 4: 31. And when they had prayed, the place was shaken where they were assembled together; and they were all filled with the Holy Ghost, and they spake the word of God with boldness.

FAITH
Mark 11: 24 Therefore I say unto you, What things soever ye desire, when ye pray, believe that ye receive them, and ye shall have them.

Mark 9: 23. Jesus said unto him, If thou canst believe, all things are possible to him that believeth. -

Romans 10: 17. So then faith cometh by hearing, and hearing by the word of God.

Matthew 18: 11. For the Son of man is come to save that which was lost.

James 1: 6. But let him ask in faith, nothing wavering. For he that wavereth is like a wave of the sea driven with the wind and tossed. 7. For let not that man think that he shall receive any thing of the Lord.

2 Corinthians 4: 13. We having the same spirit of faith, according as it is written, I believed, and therefore have I spoken; we also believe, and therefore speak;

Hebrews 10: 35. Cast not away therefore your confidence, which hath great recompence of reward. 36. For ye have need of patience, that, after ye have done the will of God, ye might receive the promise.

ANGER
Ephesians 4: 31. Let all bitterness, and wrath, and anger, and clamour, and evil speaking, be put away from you, with all malice:

WITNESS
1 John 5: 7. For there are three that bear record in heaven, the Father, the Word, and the Holy Ghost: and these three are one.

1 John 5: 8. And there are three that bear witness in earth, the spirit, and the water, and the blood: and these three agree in one. 9. If we receive the witness of men, the witness of God is greater: for this is the witness of God which he hath testified of his Son.

BLINDED UNBELIEVERS

2 Corinthians 4: 4. In whom the god of this world hath blinded the minds of them which believe not, lest the light of the glorious gospel of Christ, who is the image of God, should shine unto them.

END TIMES

2 Timothy 3:1-5 But understand this, that in the last days there will come times of difficulty. For people will be lovers of self, lovers of money, proud, arrogant, abusive, disobedient to their parents, ungrateful, unholy, heartless, unappeasable, slanderous, without self-control, brutal, not loving good, treacherous, reckless, swollen with conceit, lovers of pleasure rather than lovers of God, having the appearance of godliness, but denying its power. Avoid such people.

Matthew 11:28-30 Come to me, all you who are weary and burdened, and I will give you rest. Take my yoke upon you and learn from me, for I am gentle and humble in heart, and you will find rest for your souls. For my yoke is easy and my burden is light.”

Joshua 1: 9. Have not I commanded thee? Be strong and of a good courage; be not afraid, neither be thou dismayed: for the LORD thy God is with thee whithersoever thou goest

Colossians 3: 2. Set your affection on things above, not on things on the earth

Luke 21: 36. Watch ye therefore, and pray always, that ye may be accounted worthy to escape all these things that shall come to pass, and to stand before the Son of man.

Nahum 1: 7. The LORD is good, a strong hold in the day of trouble; and he knoweth them that trust in him.

Psalm 23: 1. The LORD is my shepherd; I shall not want. 2. He maketh me to lie down in green pastures: he leadeth me beside the still waters. 3. He restoreth my soul: he leadeth me in the paths of righteousness for his name’s sake. 4. Yea, though I walk through the valley of the shadow of death, I will fear no evil: for thou art with me; thy rod and thy staff they comfort me. 5. Thou preparest a table before me in the presence of mine enemies: thou anointest my head with oil; my cup runneth over. 6. Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life: and I will dwell in the house of the LORD for ever.

Genesis 28: 20. And Jacob vowed a vow, saying, If God will be with me, and will keep me in this way that I go, and will give me bread to eat, and raiment to put on, 21. So that I come again to my father’s house in peace; then shall the LORD be my God: 22. And this stone, which I have set for a pillar, shall be God’s house: and of all that thou shalt give me I will surely give the tenth unto thee.

Psalm 34: 15. The eyes of the LORD are upon the righteous, and his ears are open unto their cry. 17. The righteous cry, and the LORD heareth, and delivereth them out of all their troubles. 22. The LORD redeemeth the soul of his servants: and none of them that trust in him shall be desolate.

Matthew 11: 28. Come unto me, all ye that labour and are heavy laden, and I will give you rest.

Psalm 37:23-24 The LORD makes firm the steps of the one who delights in him; though he may stumble, he will not fall, for the LORD upholds him with his hand.

Psalm 23: 5-6 Thou preparst a table before me in the presence of mine enemies: thou anointest my head with oil; my cup runneth over. Surely goodness and mercy shall follow me all the days of my life: and I will dwell in the house of the LORD forever.

Romans 8:18 “I consider that our present sufferings are not worth comparing with the glory that will be revealed in us.”

Children

Matthew 19 Jesus said, “Let the little children come to me and do not hinder them, for to such belongs the kingdom of heaven

Proverbs 20: 7. The just man walketh in his integrity: his children are blessed after him

Spiritual Warefare

This is going to be critical and your number one form of self defence. You must know your word and be rooted in it before you fight. I use the battle cry and warfare prayers on the Behold I Come blog site and the charge of Yahushua’s brigade although this isn’t published yet.

May the Lord protect and bless all who read this document. May his blood and armour cover you and may his hedge of protection and Angels surround you this day. Call upon the lord for every decision and pray he keeps you safe.

Survival Advice

1. Work towards depending completely on God for everything you need. Until you are there consider:
2. A study guide bible, with quick reference prayers plus a survival guide book
3. Store up water and a means to purify water such as a SAWYER water filter which can be cleaned plus a backup
4. Prepare a bug out bag with essentials such as fire, water, warmth, tarp, first aid, string, light food, knife, waterproofs...
5. Potassium iodine tablets in case of radiation plus face masks that can ideally remove at least smoke sized particles
6. Wide band radio ideally an single side band one SSB so you can hear amateur radio operators + batteries
7. Small solar panel lithium battery to charge usb items also consider a bio lite stove as a means to generate power
8. Long life food items. Eg Rice, Pasta, Honey, Tin Goods and multi vitamins to compensate for lack of fresh food
9. On your phone add survival guides, first aid guide, offline maps, bible, utility calculator, edible plant guide
10. Fold up spade ideally with a saw on one edge plus a light cooking / boiling pot

You should consider what you would do to “bug in” and if you have to “bug out”. Planning in advance will save time in the event of a sudden surprise. The Lord may tell you to move quickly and you should be ready if he does.

Do not trust government sanctuary camps. Be careful on who you trust and pray over every key decision. Work as a team in your groups. If need be, move at night and use disasters to cover your disappearance. Learn how to build a shelter...

I pray you don’t need this advice but we must endure some difficult times before the first rapture occurs. If your reading this after it has happened, hang in there as the 144,000 are around to help you. Put your faith in the Lord and you WILL be saved.